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I 
I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
The definition of the term "public opinion" has been the 
subject of many studies in 'the field of s :)C ial science for the 
lest. 200 years. In 1939, J. W. Albig tn his wellknown volume 
"Public Opinion," had arrived at a more or less explicit de-
l scription which he considered satisfactory as a theoretical ba-
• I 
sis for practical opinion research. However, 10 years later, 
I Carroll Clark in a paper read under the chalrmanship of Albig 
!himself at the Iowa Conference on Attitude and Opinion Research, 
. threw ooen the whole theoretical issue again. 
I Cl~rk's sociological criticism, as expressed in his paper, 
was based upon experience accumulated in the interim period 
I which had witnessed a fast development of polling techniques 
I and communications research on the one hand, but a much slower 
growth of a consistent sociological theory on the other. 
This discrepancy itself had meanwhile been noted, too. 
Awareness of it was expre§sed in many papers read at the Iowa 
2 
conf'erence. 
It appeared to all these writers that the development of 
theoretical insight had been slow. It was not in step with the 
elaboration of' polling methods and techniques. Still today, as 
it was pointed out, those research me+;hods are largely li.ving o 
the classical formulations of Lippmann and the behav:torists. 
I 
,! Clyde w. Hart, in the discussion of Stouffer's first paper, 
li said that theories of public opinion have not been tmproved 
II 
"since Walter Lippmann." 3 
If the Iowa conference had accomplished nothing else it 
would already have iustified its raison d'etre by emphasizing 
this point, negative critics like Lindsay Rogers notwithstand-
ing, who expressed his usual oppos.ition to scientific opinion 
research once more at this occasion. 4 
It has since long been known that the study of public 
opinion is an integrated part of social science as a whole. 
With Smith, Lasswell and Casey we could say that 
"··· no theory . of propaganda (and of public opinion) 
is adeq1~te unless it has been formulated with re-
ference to the main body of psychological, socio- 5 psycholog ical, and general social scientific theory." 
Any theory about the nature of public opinion will natu-
' rally depend upon a theory of society as such. Hence the 
connection with social sciences (psychology, sociology, eco-
nomics, philosophy, political science, history). A scientist's 
viewpoint of sociology f~ ins t ance will express itself in and 
exert influence upon his own the0ry of public 0pinion. The 
! widest gap in science exists where those investigators who 
found practical research methods have not yet a ttempted to in-
corporate these results in an inclusive social theory. 
The purpose of the following study, then, is to g ive a 
I brief critical evaluation of the major European and American 
socio-psychological and political viewpoints in relation to our 
t>,em as a whole; and to test their validity I , prob1em; t0 c0mpare 
__k 
-- II 
I 
I 
I 
usefulness f0r the study of public opini0n in a democratic 
II 
III 
I
I 
society. 
I It is needless to say that such partitions as between 
"Europe" and "America'' in the field of social psychology as in 
general social science have partial value only. Across these 
1 lines run other divisions, as those between the different direc j 
tiona within social psychology. However, as we hope to show in \ 
our conclusions, there are far reaching differences, both in 
theoretical approach as well as iri socio-economic and political 
factors that bear upon the argument. They serve, as a whole, 
to explain th~ rapid development of public opinion research in 
America; and the critical evaluation of this comparison will, 
as we attempt to show, contribute towards a clarification of 
our own contemporary American viewpoints on publ i.e opinion. In 
more or less explicit form, those theories have always a rela-
tion to questions such as the nature of "publics," which are 
more decidedly of a sociological kind; or the characteristics 
of "opinion;' which are of a more psychological nature; and the 
modern problem of mass media, or communications, which has now 
emerged as the most important of all. 
The method applied in our paper attempts wherever possible 
to combine the principles of semantic discipline with those of 
content analysis. In our description of the most characteris-
tic socio-psychological theories we shall make use of some of 
\ the material collected by the Swiss sociologist and criminolo-
1 
\ gist Paul Reiwald in his book "Vom Geist der Massen." 6 It is, 
as its sub-title indicates, a "handbook of mass-psychology,'' 
IV 
and as such it represents one of the most recent European stu-
dies on the subject.. It was written after the war, under the 
I fresh impact of the happenings in Europe. Reiwald's work is an 
1 effort of positive mass-education towards democracy as over 
\ against the mob rule and the general affective rela t1 onships be 
\ tween mass and leader in a non-democratic society. For the 
I American reader, the book shows many characteristics +.hat type-
fy the very objects of its own study. The most lmportan t ::>ne i~ 
its cursory and superficial treatment of publics and public 
I 
opinion and its almost exclusive orientation on the problems of 
mobs and crowds in modern society. Social psychology thus cen-
ters more or less around the problems of crowd psychology, and 
this, as we shall see, has been almost traditional for European 
\ sociology. 
1
1 Our dis cuss ion of the Amertcan branch of the young science 
~~ shall, as ln the case of' the European wrl.ters, concern ttself 
only with t h e most outstanding achievements in the field. 
Positive criticism of polling techniques, such as recent studie 
! brought forth, can help us toward a synthesis that might even- \ 
I tually point in the direction of a more inclusive general 
of public opinion. 
I 
the or~ 
11 The Polls and Public Opinion," ed. by Norman C. Meier 
and Harold w. Saunders, pp. 115 ff., 11 Soc1a1 and Cultural Fac-
j
1
tors in Public Opinion." 
I 
1 
I 
I 
v 
2Examples are: Samuel A. Stouffer, "Basic Social Science Re-
search," op. cit. p. 11, and Hadley Cantril, "The Problem of 
Setting ou.r Problems," op. cit. p. 302. 
3 op . cit. pp. 25 ff. 
4cf. The New York Times Book Review, October 23, 1949, p. 52. 
5From: Smith, Lasswell and Casey, "Propa ganda, Commun ica t 1 ::>ns 
and Public Opinion, 1946, p. 145, Introduction to b i bliography. 
1 6Paul Reiwald, " Vom Geist der Massen", Zuerich 1946. The book, 
as far as could be verified, has not yet been published in an 
English translation, but is available through the Library of 
Congress. 
r I 
1 
CHAPTER I 
EUROPEAN THEORIES 
The scientific approach to problems of social psychology 
came in Europe in the course of the development of psychologi-
cal thinking at the end of the last century, and opinion psy-
chology was never entirely separated from such new branches as 
crowd and mob psychology. 
"Mob psychology, opinion psychology etc. is a new brand 
of social psychology which had most to do with the re-
tirement of folk psychology from the cent!r of the stage 
in the last decades of the 19th century.n 
In the work of the most . outsta nding European social psy-
chologists we find a preoccupation with the problem of the 
crowd. This went so far that frequently "crowd psychology" has 
become the equivalent of "social psychology.'' With this in 
mind, we can easily understand that the investigation into the 
nature of other areas of social psychology, especially the pro-
.\ blem of public opinion which is of supreme importance in a de-
[ mocratic society, has been neglected. 
I being M::: :~:: :d w:n f ::: :::. q:: 8 :::n:.:: ::: :• :r::::::: :g:h: :• 
I guided the particular scientist in his general psycholo gical or 
I sociological studies. 
I 
I Euro I 
they are I 
As it is characteristic for so many 
pean thinkers, those principles are the main factor: 
I preconceived and, for better or worse, reality has to fit them. 
I 
I 
Reiwald, according to the main schools of thought, divides 
1 the Europeans in such groups as biologists, or animal-soc iolo-
2 
gists, pure psych~logists, sociologists, politicians, historianJ , 
etc. Only in some parts have we found it useful and justified 
to follow these divisions. 
I 1L. L. Bernard, in "Social Psychology," ESS 1930, vol. XIV, 
I P• 153. 
II 
II 
II 
II 
3 
(1) 
The Biologists 
I 
II I in the narrowest terms, compares human society to an or ganism. 
Biologism is the basic concept which, in the broadest and 
It developed along with the post-Darwinian evolutionary and b:i.e> l 
genetic thee>ries and is closely related to animal sociole>gy. 
Quite early in the growth of sociology as a science it became 
1 
obvi::ms that there are some common bases f'or human and an1mal 
! societies: the herd instinct, the power of' t he instinct as 
I e>ver against reason in general, the importance e>f' the leader, 
etc. 
Concepts such as "ce>llective soul," "collective conscience 
I and similar terms, as applied te> animal societies, play a pro -
mlnent role in t h e e ntire biologist approach to our problem. 
It is partly the a i m of this thesis t o show how unproductive 
such a view of society is for the scientific approach towards 
public opinion as such, and to an even greater extent, f' or the 
modern concept of' democratic society. 
ing, as explanations f or the functioning of this organism and 
I 
/I 
II 
4 
---~- development. Moreover, as with Espinas and wi th his later 
/ disciples, special emphasis is placed upon numbers as such, i n 
I 
.I other wnrds, t h e C:) ntention that mere numbers of living beings, 
I! g iven the natural qualif ications of animals or men, ma ke a 
I' 
11 soc i al orga n ism. Sympathy, in his opinion, is the binding e l e-
1! ment in human society. 
I 
Such and similar theories contain undoubtedly certain ele-
ments of meta physical speculation and comple t ely unproven hypo-
theses, but it must be conceded that it was also due to the in-
· fluence of naturalistic scientists of this type that subsequent ; 
research has been drawn to the scientific, non-speculative ob-
I servation of single facts in human and anima l society. 
I 
I b) The first sociolo~ist of t h is group who analyzed t he 
'I phenomenon of the herd instinct appears to be the En g lish bio-
j log ist William Trotter, in hi; volume ttinstincts of the Herd in 
I Peace and War 11 (Lond::m 1916). Trotter attributes to the herd 
I instinct the major role in the formation of society, contrary 
I 
1
1 to such psych ologists who tend to point towards the herd in-
1 
stinct only in special mass situations, s n ch as meetings, stri k s 
etc. For the individual within society such qualities as sen- I 
I I sltivity of reaction, suggestibility, dependence upon the herd 
~ at large. are typical. No leadership is being followed which 
ll deviates greatly from common behavior. To be a lone is the I 
11
1 
most terrible thing against which reason is powerless. I 
'I 1l Such observations are of value for a crit lea 1 analysis of : 
\ our own present-day society, its f'::>lkways and mores; for in-
J 
5 
I' stance in the field of modern advertising, where the "fear" of )j 
the individual 'Jf bei.ng lonely is made use of, or the f'ear of 
\l not possessing a certa i n Hem, which ~s to be promot~o. This 
11 school 'Jf biol'Jg1.st thought brought forth a positlve approach 
I 
! to cul ~ura 1 problems. Tr'Jtter does not look down upon modern 
I 
1 S'Jciety as 11 t:he herd" in a negative way, but he points to t:he 
I fact that in the herd instinct itself, various possibiliti es 
II are given that can be developed int'J positive cultural qualtt ie 1 • 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
1: 
I 
I 
II 
'I 
II 
Reiwa ld epitomizes the basic points of Trotter's theory in 
the following 5 subjects: 3 
1) Man does not bear to be alone. He is afraid of soli-
tude physically and psychologically. 
2) Han is more susceptible for "the ~ro tee 'Jf the herd" 
than for anything else. 
3) Man is subject to the passions of the "pack" in the 
violent outbursts 'Jf the m'Jb, as well as t'J the incite-
ments of the ~1. erd during a panic. 
4) Man is typically receptive for leadership. 
5) The relations of man with his c:->mpani'Jns depend 'Jn his 
recogni t.l 'Jn as a member of the herd. 
I 
· It may be mentioned in passing that modern biology no ~~ longer strictly adheres to the basic tenets whiCh formed the 
.I [ core of those sociological theories. Cellular theory, the bio-
I genetic law, evolutionary concepts in the sense of Darwin, have I 
~i ceased to be "the" truth. Consequently, no exclusive theory of ·~ 
1
; human society can be founded 'Jn this bas is. 
jl 
6 
i 
c) There are two prominent Russian scientists who be l~ng · j 
I in this same category and who must be .ment 1 oned here, s :tnce 
I their w~k na s been of a certain significance and influence 
I 
/ within Soviet Russia, and because it is characteristtc in cer-
1 ta in ways for SoYil'!t thinking i n relation to the pr able ms of 
'I soctety. Lenin's Bo1shev1st philosophy was, of course, pro-
1 nounced much earlier, before this scient i.fic research offered 
I 
I a sort of welcome "-foundation. 11 
Following in part Reiwal.d's description, we are referring 
to Wladimir Bekhterev (1851-1927), Russ~an neurolog1,st and psy-
chologist, who came .from the scho ol of Pavlov. Bekhterev went 
! in a dtrection different from that i n Pavlov's studies. Pavlov 
I 
himself has ~nfluenced modern American a ttitude theories with 
1 his concept of the conditioned reflex. Pavlov had studied ani-
l 
1 mals ln the first place, whereas Bekhterev concentrated his ob-
servations more on htunan belngs. He wrote a book on "Collec tiv 
Reflexologyn, published in German in 1 928 (Halle). 
Serg e Chakotin, bio-psycholog ist who followed Pavlo v 's 
conditioned reflex. Chakotin's book "The Rape of the Masses 11 
was pqb1.1shed in an Engl:tslJ. edition (I.Jondon, 1940). 
Bekhterev attempts to build his theory of socie ty strictly 
upon what he ca l ls "collective reflexology," which is in essenc 
diametrically opposed to any form of subjec tivism or individua-
lism. It is interesting to notice that this Russian sc lent ist 
I denies the existence of a "collective soul" as violently as 
II does American beha••l.orl.sm, and his emphasis on the s t atist l.cal 
II 
II 
II 
7 
'I 
II 
I method has much in common with it. But Bekhterev's c~ncept 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
seems t:::> be ce>mpletely mechanistic. A ce>llec t i vi ty , acc:::>rdin g 
I 
to him, is developed t hre>ugh gradual repetition of reflexes 
(asse>ciational reflexes), which are g enera t ed by individual 
desires. Bekhterev was one of t h e f i rst social scientists to 
i n t roduce the statlstical methods of polls, quizzes, etc. in 
Se>viet Russia. Of course, Lenin and Tre>tsky had no knowled g e 
of t h e>se methods in 1917 and used a different appre>ach in t h eir 
efforts to convince the rna sses. As in many other fields, this 
histqrical fact has meanwhile been e> f ficially ''reconstru cted" 
b y t h e present powers in t he Kremlin's science department. 
Me>dern behavi or i st psychology in P.merica, in its applica-
ti ons u pon specif i c pre>blems ~f society, h as s ucceeded te> pre>-
du ce statistical s~lutions which, apparently, Bekhterev 1 s 
school has not yet been able to attain. 
Chakotin, for a long time a prominent th eoretician and pro-
pa ganda expert of European Social Democracy, who as s ociated 
himself wi t h t h e Sov i e t leaders, h as tried to fit the reflex 
1 
t h eories of Pavlov into t h e body of Marx l st doctrines. I n Cha-
kotin 1 s extreme point of view, biology is t h e basis of all t he 
social sciences. Cha k otin 1 s four absolu te and unconditioned re f 
flexes, or instincts, are: 
1) t h e instinct of combat 
2) 
3) 
4) 
" 
11 
" 
" 
rt 
,, 
nutrition 
" sexuality 
,, 
motherhood 
I 
8 
I 
I 
I 
He qu()tes Lenin and Stalin wh en he speaks about the in-
1 stinct of combat as the most important of all (was it not Marx 
who called the nutriti()nal 
Chakotin C()ncedes further, 
modern life, together wt th the ever growing role of the 
I 
The mass is the group of those "who are being suggested" (les 
sugges ti onnes) by the leader, who is the "engineer of the soul "LI 
of the "psychological slaves," and only through fhe "'orce of I 
the dictator's art of government can they be held to geth~r. He 
knows to "pull the cord," he knows when to let fear or enthus-
iasm prevail. The leader is the one who is able to produce the 
cond~tioned reflex in the mass. 
II 
The leader (quite contrary t:::> 11 
the original Marxian beliefs) stands alaor from the mass. 
Since, according to stattstics, onlv one tenth of the popu 
1 lation ls acting in fu11 consci:::>usness, Chakotin argues that it I 
is ()nly this sma 11 part that has to be c:::>nvinced; the others 
1
1 
l must merely be brought in line. Yet for this latter task, "de-
1 
cent" propaganda alone is not enou gh and Chakotin talks in this I 
connection rather cynically about the weak democrat:tc propaganda 
tn the era between the two Wbrld Wars. He makes a rather perti 
1
nent analysis when he thus explains the breakdown of German So-
cial-Democracy under the impact of Hitler's attacks. The Socia] 
Democrats did not, like Hitler, make a sufficient use of the 
symbol and of the mass media in their propaganda. Hitler inven-
l ted the swastika, and his followers used to paint this symbol 
by the million on every window, every wall. It became the sti-
9 
mulus, says Chakotin, which always produced a certain nervous 
reaction, developing into a conditioned reflex. A symbol, 
according to this writer, is a sort of stenographic sign which 
5 
represents the entire content of a political movement. 
"This is at present, unfortunately, the monopoly of the 
dictatorships, and has been the cause for this very rea-
son of their success. It needs studying and putting into 
practice without loss of time, in behalf of democracy and 
humanity ••• In this emotive propaganda, all dishonest 
forms, all esthetically and morally debased forms, all 
crudities 6 that shock the onlooker, must absolutely be avoided." 
I How Chakotin manages to get this lofty ideal in consonance with l 
the practices in Stalin's Russia was impossible to verify. 
It is of minor interest to us here whether Chakotin's and 
Bekhterev's theories as "biologists" among social scientists 
present a logical development o.f Pavlov's work, who was their 
venerated master. Important is the fact that both offer a com-
pletely mechanical concept of society and of the relations h ip 
between leader and mass. 
The biologist standpoint in social science is not in itsel ' 
unscientific and therefore untenable. il'iodern theoreticians and 
practical observers have fruitfully applied this viewpoint. As 
an example may serve Harold D. Lasswell's article "structure 
and Function of Commun ica ti ::m in Society, '' 7 especially the 
chapter "Biolog ical Equ i valencies." 
1
cr. his book "Les societes animales," Paris 1878 
2ctted also by Albig, op. cit. p. 443 
3 
op. cit • p. 73 
II 
10 
II 
4 ~p. cit. P• 48 
l 5~p. cit . P• 99 
I 
6This citati~n ~f Chak~tin's w~rk is t~ be f~und in PCPO, 
' b ibli~graphy, 
I 7MC, p. 102 
p. 130. 
I 
11 
I 
(2) 
I The Psychologists 
II Whereas the biologists among social scientists compared 
11 human life with animal life and made entire groups and socie-
ties the basis of their research, the psychologists, and also 
th e social psychologists, regard the human individual as the 
point of departure for their studies. They do not know of a 
psychological process outside of the individual. Social psy-
I 
I chology thus never begins with society or any of the particular ! 
groups which together make up society at large, but with the I 
indfvi~ual in the gr oup situation how it is being affected and 1 
changed. In penetrating the various psychological layers of 
the individual mind, however, it arrives at certain f ields whic ' 
are more or less common to all men; and it also describes and 
analyzes the processes which are brought forth by the common 
I 
action of the changed individuals. 
I It is quite typical for almost all European social psycho-
logists that they have generally depicted a black image of hu-
man society. They reasoned from the destructive capacities of 
I 
II a specific group form, the human mob. Dramatic outbu.rsts of 
I mass situations have been in the foreground of their investiga-
il t ions. The brighter side of t h is picture, the pos sibilities 
II for democra t ic cooperation, have been relat i vely neglected. 
11 a) Among the most outs t;an ding social psychologists is 
II I Scipio S ighele, Italian (1868-1913), who was inte:rested in the 
i problem of mass crime and who was res p onsible for the inclusion 
12 
I of the paragraph of indi.vidual liability in mob crtmes in the 
I 
I old Italian code of penal law through h is book "La Foule Crtmt-
nelle" (Paris 1898). Out of the criminal mob s ituation he 
attempts to explain the structure of the entire body of modern 
society. Here a gain, it is significant how a one-sided philo-
sophical predisposition hss influenced the scientific approach. 
"Collective Psychology" is for Sighele the science of "non i 
homogeneous and non-or e;anic aggregates." That is, he considers 
the sociological mass as an aggregate that has come into exis-
l tence wi tbout previous "planning, 11 and which is composed of in-
it d~vidnals of a ll classes, a ges, etc. etc., that are not known 
to each other. In his differentiation between "mass" and 11 sect 1 
he is the precursor of our modern sociological concepts of pr .f.-
mary and secondary groups. Like Espinas and the biologlsts, 
Sighele speaks of mass-contagion, and when he asl-rs htmself the 
question: 1Nhy does this conta g ion have bad results almost in 
aJ1 cases?, he ma1ntains that there is a pr-imary homicidal dia-
l position :h man. This instinct explains the very composition of 
the mass: the many criminal individuals, the suggestibili.ty of 
the mass in big numbers. 
Sighele is the first of this group of modern scientists 
who have expressed thems~ves explicitly on the subJect of pub-
lie opinion. The public is 
11 
••• a transformation of' the mass which was com-
pleted slowly, through civilization." 
"The mass is a barbarian and atav:tsttc collectivlty, 
the public a developing mod ern one."l 
II 
II 
1/ 
13 
"The public i tself can becC>me a mass again if the ·1 
feeling by which it is gC>verned bee C>mes so strong I 
that it needs the ata vistic form fC>r its expressi:m 
It 
"The public, in certain areas, becC>mes a mass j ust 
as the civilized individual becomes a barbarlan. 
In this sense one can say that the mass as we knC>w 
it today is only a public, but i n a more sharpened, 
pathC>log ical fC>rm." 
The re l ation between the journalist and the readers C>f his 
ar t icles is like that of a leader an0 his following. Thus the 
press, which is originally a product C>f the public's opinion, 
regains power over it. 
i 
"Once the public is used tC> its newspaper, it b eg ins !I 
t C> gain influence, like a son upC>n his parents."2 I 
I b) Gabriel Tarde, Frenchman (1834-1904), was concerned 1 
I' like Sighele with the criminal aspects of the mass situation. I 
l~ rn 11 Les Lois del'ImitatiC>n" 3 he establishes his theC>ry of socia ] 
'I psychology upon the "law of lmtta tl on." Tarde actually was one I 
Jl C>f the few EurC>peans wh'J approached the field of sC>c ial psychC>-
11C>gy from the problems of the individual. This may have been 
lone C>f t he reasons fC>r Tarde's inf luence in America. 
I 
II 
(I 
II 
I 
I 
!But, 
I 
A society is 
"a collectivity of being s insofar as they mutually 
imitate each other, or insofar as t h ey lC>ok like 
each other wi thout imitation, namely because their 
common characteristics are all copies of the same 
model.n4 
I This is a 
"there are two manners of imi ta ti on: one can do 
exactly the same as one's model, or the exact 
C>ppos ite. n5 
form C>f dream, of hypnosis, exerted by an authority 
\ in every grC>up which enjoys prestige. Tarde, 25 years earlier 
\ than Freud, had already foreseen the findings of psyc hC>analysis 
il 
II 
i! II 
II 
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applied to social psychology. 
Tarde's book " L 'Opinion et la Foule," Paris 1901, was one 
II as 
II 
lj of the first outspoken attempts of European psychologists to 
I 
I tackle the problem of public opinion. Already in 1898 Tarde 
h ad e x plained that "mass 11 and 11 publ ic" are two dif ferent things 
"Mass" is centered around a leader ahd is unable to expand be-
yond a certain radius of action; the public can expand indeft-
nitely, and the more it grows, the more i ntensive is its life. 
"The public, the social group of the future, is ••• 
a mass which is much less blind, much more stable, 
its excitement is much more perspicaceous, a nd it 7 gathers and supports itself for months and years." 
This fundamental analysis proved to be unsurpassed for; many 
years. 
Popularization of the press in France, which originated in 
the French Revo l ution and carried its tradition throu gh the 19t~ 
into the 20th century, clearly influenced Tarde's socio-psycho-
log ical outlook. According to Tarde, it is the leader who 
counts in the formation of public opinion. The journalist is 
such a leader. Tarde writes: 
11 The reader can think a bout what he reads, at his 
leisure, and despite his usual passivity it Mll 
happen that he changes his newspaper until he has 
found the one wh ich he 1 ikes." 
"Between newspaper and rear!er there l s a mutual 
s i ftin g and mutual adaptation. The reader has 
acquired a newspaper to h i s liking which flatters 
h is prejudices and passions; and the newspaper has 
found a reader who suits it, who is d ocile and 
gullible, whom it can pull over t owards its own 
viewpoints by means of a few confessions, observing 
the same rules of caution as a public spea ker. Be- 1 
ware '::>f the man '::>f a single b'::>'::>k, l t u sed to be sald ; 
but wm t i s that in c'::>mparison wi th a man of a sing l 
newspaper1 ••• And this sort of man t s really every-
15 
f uS one o us ••• il ~~ Tarde 1 s theory was of' considerable in:f'luence upon American be-
l haviorists, such as John Dewey. Whatever the merits of Tarde's 
I much disputed teachings, his early distinctions of 11 mass 11 and 
j "public" and his ela bora ti on of the latter concept was an imp or 
I tant step in the development of modern social psycholJgy. 
I[ 
[: 
I 
c) Gustave LeBon, Frenchman (1841-1931)~ the most inf'luen 
[ tial French author on the subject of social psychology. The 
leitmotif is to be found in his 11 La Psycbologie des Foules," 
I Paris 1895, translated in many lan~1ages, in whtch he writes: 
11 The destiny of the nation is not being prepared I 
I in the deliberations of princes, but in the soul of the masses. n · 
La Bon has a predisposition against the growing forces of Euro-
1pean socialism~ which he saw in his time embodied in the organ-
l ized masses of French syndicalism. Characteristic for the indi-
vidual within the mass is f'or Le Bon 
"··. a sort of hypnosis, whereby the sub-conscious 
or unconscious elements come to the surface. 11 
"Through the mere fact of being a member of a psy-
chological mass, man descends several steps on the 
ladder of ctvilization. As an individual he was, 
perhaps, an educated person, but in the mass he is 
a barbarian, a man of the 1nstinct."9 
j We see here, too, the basically pessimistic and ne gative 
lj I approach. Le Bon, however, goes further than his predecessors 
in the emphasis on the sub-c::mscious elements, the cultural and 
moral regress ion wh :i.ch occurs in the psychological mass· He de 
i velops a theory of mass-soul and race-soul, loaded with heredi-
1 t it ~ f ge erations The mass situation has three !1 tary ra s a... . ormer n • 
16 
majo.r effects: a feeling of supreme power, contagion, and -~ 
gestion. The mass has neither 11 ideas 11 , nor is it ever able to 
have 11 judgm~ts" of its own, according toLe Bon. All great 
ideas of religion, philosophy, politics etc. have to be trans-
formed into something of "lower- grade" so that they can be 
grasped by the mass - and th i s process causes the ideas to lose 
their value so that t h ere is absolutely no difference in rank 
between any ideas that are held by the masses. The relig ious I 
I 
character of "all" mass c :mvictions must then account for their 
strength. 
Le Bon does not make a distinction between the ~omentarily l 
gathered mob and the organized permanent social groups; in othe l 
w~ds, the d i stinctions between primary and secondary groups 
that ~ad been accep ted in modern sociolo~ical theo~y are not 
taken into consideration by him. This, in our opinion, account I 
for many of the scientific shortcoming s of Le Bon 1 s writings, 
I whether one choo·ses to agree with his fundamental beliefs or 
1 
not. 
Le Bon describes at len g th the s uggestibility and the ere-
dul ousness of the masses that think in symbols, as well as the 
primitivity of the mass feel:tngs and emotions. The mass, for 
Le B:m, has absolutely no rational ,j udgment. I t is "like a wo-
11 man" (cf. below, Hitler's opinion on the sub.1ect). 
1 The leader, then, becomes the hypnotizer . Prestige - whic 
II 
II 
ls a characteristic of the hypnotizer - is a sort of ma g ic powe 
wh i ch paralyzes our critical functions. 
'I 
I 
li 
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1 It is hard to think of a theory m~re in opposition to the II 
I tenets of' modern democratic thought and to the dynamic concept [i 
I of public opinion. Yet Le Bon's investigation of the typical Jl 
symptoms of the mass situation was of great lnfluence upon late , 
l1 scientists and also upon European political propagandists, as \1 
II I 
1\ well as 'Jn some American writers. Even before .Freud - wh'J was I 
[ • violent opponent of Le Bon's - made his obser,ra t1 ons, Le Bon I 
~ succeeded in developing a theory of' the sub-conscious in the I 
' mass situation which, along with Tarde's and Sighele's work, 
has been a definite achievement. 
However, we find that all three previously discussed wri-
ters attempt t'J isolate the mass of the human crowd from the en 
I 
t:1re body of society and in a way juxtapose them to this body at 
! large. Like E. A. Ross, in his w~llknown "Social Psychology" 
\, <New York 1908), they wanted to construct a science of social 
I 
\psychology on the basis of crowd behavior, emphasizing the hlgh-
ly emotions], irrational, non-crlt ical and often immoral beha vi o 
\ or the individual under the influence of crowd stimul:t. 10 
II 
I! It can be said that this current of research on subjects of 
social psychol~gy has been typical and almost symbolic for many 
r uropean thinkers. The anglo-saxon school of behaviorism, their 
ls'Jciol~gy and social psychol:::>gy, went along different lines, 
I 
of' an unbrid geable split within the struc- 1 I avoiding the position 
ture :)f' society. 
I d) William MacDougall, Englishman (1871-1938), noted social 
1\ sychologist who had great inf'luence on the European continent. II 
18 
j In America, behaviorism has tended to turn away from his theor~\ 
I 
II 
,\ 
1\ 
~f the instinct. Although his description of the primitive 
mass follows closely the ideas of Le Bon, MacDougall is inte-
rested much more in the higher, more organized human groupings, 
in the difference between organized and unorganized masses. 
Organization does away with the barbaric traits of the primt-
tive mass. But organization is not a symptom for the existence 
of a collective s~ul. 
MacDougall's principle of direct induction ~f emotion by 
i way of sympathetic response (cf • . his book "The Group Mind," 
Cambridge 1920, p. 24), explains the development of a mass as 
such. The member of a mass is being depersonalized i n a certain 
I I measure, a contention which he, unlike the more speeulative 
\ other European scientists, attempts to prove by a 
I 
"functional disintegration of the nervous system 
into two or more systems, rich of wh ich exists in-
dependent from the other.''"-
\\ The mass, although liable to produce violent outbursts, can 
! velop also generous acts, because 
I 
II 
\I 
11 
I 
I 
11 
••• each member of the cr~wd acts in fu11 pub-
licity; and his knowledge of, and r~gret for, 
public opinion will to s~me extent incline him 
to suppress the manifestation of feelings which 
he might indulge in private but would be ashamed 
of in public. Hence a crowd is more readily 
drawn by admiration for a noble deed, or by 
moral indignation a gainst an act of cruelty, 
than by self-pity or jealousy or envy or a 
meanly vengeful emotion. ttl2 
de-
1 One wilJ agree that this shows a typical di-stinction be-
l ji tween MacDougall 1 s way of thinking and the French and other 
II 
1\ psychol ::J g is ts, typical above all because of its re la ti onship to 
• 
• 
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I a traditional British trait, ~e inhibition opposing a too over l 
showing of emotions and especially of bad feelings in public. 
The primitive unorganized mass is impuls 1 ve; the organized mass 
is volitional. And the volition of the individual does not dis 
appear within such an organization, but it has as a result the 
identification within the group. Organization ensures coopera-
tion of individual members in voluntary actions. In MacDou-
gall's opinion, highly developed organization has completely 
ruled out the emotional factors and substituted them with those 
i of pure volition. 
I 
I We in our days have seen, however, that even the most ri-
ll gidly am thoroughly orgro. ized groups can commit the most pri-
mitive atrocities. Also, the function of communications in 
every stage of mass formation and in society in general has bee 
I 
completely overlooked by MacDougall. 
Yet MacDougall 1 s typically British concept of society is 
much more positive in a cultural sense than that of the French-
men described above, not in the last place because he recognize 
the role of the individual persOnality within a society that ha J 
not'"ling or a mystical ''collective soul'' which swallows, so to 
say, everything pe rtaining to the indi vidua 1 1 s mind. MacDou-
gall's concept of the ''group mind" is not to be understood as a 
j collective soul or collective mind, but as a constitution of the 
individual, its personal sociability. His theory of subduing 
the primitive emotions by and through the intelligently organ-
! ! ized society is a valuable contribution towards our knowledge 
I! 
il 
II 20 I II I 
'I democracy. I 
\I 
of 
e) Sigmund Freud, Austrian (1856-1939), probably the best J 
1 
known European psychologist in America, especially for his psy- \1 
I 
choanalyt i cal method. This was, in the first place, a researc J I 
I, 
II 
II 
\' 
.I II 
method and a new way of treatment of psych :teal il l s. Since 
Freud's teachings, however, did not limit themselves to their 
adaptation in the field of clinical psychology, but had their 
bearings on a l l the major fields of human knowledge, and espe-
c l ally for the problems fac i n g modern soclety, it may be per-
mitted t o elaborate some more on this par t of Freudian theory. 
Both for the human individual and for the inter-relations 
in family and society at :!a rge, the 'libido' plays the a l l-im-
portant role, according to Freud. It is t h e -f' orce tha t b i nds 
individuals together. L i bido, in th i s sense, is not the nar-
I 
rowly limited sexual love, although that f orms its very core. 
Bu t love of parents and children, friendshi p , general l ove o-f' 
II 
'\ mankind and not less the devotion to concrete ob j ects (of art, 
I· for instance) as well as to ideas, form part of it. 13 
I I This is, of cour se, contra die tory to the "biolog ical n 
i\ theories o f society and its forma tion, wh ich would see autono-
1' 
1l mous f unctions in such instincts as aggression, the herd in-
'1 II stinct, etc. Later in h is life, Freud has somewhat changed his 
I former v5_ewpoint, wh en he speaks of t wo maj or pr i nciples, t he 
I Pleasure Pr i nciple and the Reality Principle. 
I A sort of group relation exists for Freud already in the 
!i 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I 
1
1 
presence of two persons of mom the one in f luences t h e other._l 
il 
li 
li 
i 
I 
1 
I 
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I
I 
numbers does not play an over-important role 
social psychology. The first element of mass 1 
I I' The factor of big 
11 in his concept of 
I formation is, for Freud, not the herd instinct, but a certain 
enm~ty and 5ealousy between indiviouals (as with children in a 
Pamily) which ~1st be overcome so that th~ social feeling can 
i develop. Freud proves this assumption by observations o"f' chil- l 
1 dren in their rela tl ons towards brothers and sisters and their II 
j parents, and these observations have been confirmed by many pre ~ 
: sent-day psychologists. The social feeling, according to Freud ! 
derives from the transformation of a primarily inimical feeling l 
into a positive tie, which he calls identification. In other 
I I words, the social feeling in Freud's sense is not an abortginal ' 
it 
I 
instinct, but so to say a reaction, something artificially ac-
quired. 15 
Since it is impossible for the child to possess the I parents 
II 
by himself, he must resign to a posit1.on of equality with · 
other brothers and sisters, and thus the first demand is 
11 just:1.ce for all, equal t:rea+:ment for ali. If you 
cannot: be in the role of preference yourse 1 f, at 
least let none of the others be preferred. Social 
justice means that one renounces a great many things 
so that others, too, will have to renonnce them or 
cannot demand them, which is the same .J.o 
Every close tie between human beings contains, according 
to Freud, an element that recurs ~ n the formation of the mass 
I and of society in general. There is no contrast between mass 
II and soc tety. Members of the mass identify themselves with each 
I 
I other just as brothers and sisters do.l7 
II Mutual ident :tfication between the members ::>f the group is 
.I 
1, 
II 
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the first element of the formation of society. The second ::me 11 ~ i j ts: iden t~_ flcation with t 'l-} e leader. Here, too, the libldo forms 
I the nne] ens of the complex feeling • . The ''leader" can be a per-
\ son~ an idea, a s~cial or religious hierarchy. In his "Totem 
i\ and TaboD 11 Freud explains the development Df human society out 
I of the P''l"imeval horde ("Urhorde"), which witnessed the ldlling 
of the head or father and the subsequent rise of' the community 
I of eoual brothers. Not only does the modern mass represent a 
\ repe ~ ition of the characteristics Df' tl'le primeval horde; but 
Freud maintains even that the barbarian w:Lthin the individual, 
showing itself during mob actions, as we11 as the relation of 
modern society towards its Dwn leaders, can be explained out of 
!
relations that existed between the aboriginal head and the mem-
bers of the h::>rde themselves •18 1 
I 
.I I 
'i 
I 
I 
I 
ttThe leader is the over-str ::lng single man among a 
group of equal companions. The psychology of this 
mass - the d~_ sappearance of the self-consclous in-
niv:tdual personality, the ::lr1.entaticm of thoughts 
a·dd f'eelings ln equal dlrect:tons, the hegemony ::lf 
em::ltionaJ ity and of the snbccmsctous, the tendency 
to carry out all sudden inte ntions immediately -
all t h is is equal to a cDncH t ion Df repress ion 
towards a primitive functioning of the mind, sn.ch 
as one would like to attribute 1 t to the primeval 
l a . horde." ... 
Frend has attempted in h is later worl<s (for ins~ance in his 
book on " Moses") to explatn the outstanding events of human 
history from t!l is Dne fact, the killing of the leader who had 
been obeyed for some time, and the subsequent establishment of 
a community of 'equal citizens.' It is not our task here to 
enter into the scientific merits of s u ch a hypothesis for t h e 
II 
23 
I 
I 
I 
11 . field of history. However, the relation between crowd am 
I leader, between the individual within the mass and the leader· ., I 
as e xplained by Freud, is not only of great importance for pro l 
blems of social psychology and public op:l.nion but it has been \ 
proven by events in Hitler-Germany, for instance, which can \ 
hardly be understood outs ide of Freud's terms. In an ·exchange j\ 
of letters with Einstein on the subject of war and peace, 
Freud points to the two important functions of human ctviliza-
tion: a) the strengthening of the intellect of t he individual 
I 
in order to subjugate the emotions, and b) the sublimation of 
11 
the aggressive tendencies. ' I 
Freud's theories of social psychology have had many CTitic ~ , 
old and new. Erich Fromm, noted American social psychologist ~~ 
who belongs to the psycho-analytical school, has stated in his I\ 
"Escape from Freedom" the main points of diff erence with Freud~ l 
in the field of social psychology; he has termed Freud's out- II 
look as "biologist." Ace ord ing to Fromm and others, man is 
"primarily a social being and not, as Freud assumed, 
primarily self-sufficient and on ly secondarily in 
I 
I 
I 
need of o thers in order to satisfy his :l.nstinctual 
needs."22 . \ 
Others again, like Rei wa ld, ha ve pointed to the o ver-exa ggera t~ld 
role of the leader's personality in Freud's theory, and have I 
1
1 stressed the influences emanating from the group which are ac-
1 
II 
tive upon t he leader himself. 
II 
II 
I 
It would appear, however, that Freud's hypothesis of the 
according t o the frame of reference presented by Freud 
I 
himself •\I 
llbidinous structure of human groupings, semantically applied 
24 
I
ll as well as his theories of identification, moral instigation, 
I 
and suggestion, are still very useful :for the explanation of 
il 
11 
many facts that are brought to light by modern research, espe-
cially in the field of commun i cations. It may suff'ice for the 
purposes of t h is paper to mention the following examples: 
a) It has since long been established that the "personal 
anglett in news and in any type and means of communication is 
· the most effective. Experimental evidence has now been given 
by .Wilbur Schramm, in his paper "The Nature of' News " 2 3 namely 
on the basis of' the reward theory. Since upersonal newstt ap-
' 
I, 
II 
II 
peal is highest, the reward - in f'orm of the lust principle -
must be highest. Another communications specialist, Bernard 
Berelson, has given an excellent summation of this fact: 
"The greater the amount "::>f 1 pers'::>nalism the com-
muntcative act contains, the more effective it 
presumably :i.s. Recent analyses have confirmed 
the critical importance in opinion formation of' 
personal contact between the individual and his 
f'ellows.24 
I Were it not for the expectation of' a certain form of 'reward' - 1 
which does not necessarily have to be understood in terms of I 
'instinctual need as Fromm in his above mentioned criticism of' 
Freud - the ind l vidual would not give pref'erenc e to the "person I 
ifted" or personal type in communication, nor to the personal 
influences in opinion formation. In the latter case, even the 
relation or the leader towards the crowd-individual does not 
exist in the simpli.fied sense of the word, and the whole proces 1 
can only be explei ned by a tendency towards id en t Hie a t1 on • II 
Likewise, the relatlon of the individual not to an unlimi- [1 
II 
II 
25 
ted number of others, but to a limited circle of a f'ew decisive II 
pers::>ns, is ::>f the greatest s::>cial significance, acc::>rding t::> II 
11 Freud. Numbers, in Freud's conception, are less relevant than II 
I the influence ::>f a sma 11 gr::>up ::>f representative men ar::>und the 11 
individual. Gallup, in ::>ne ::>f his earlier p::>lls, has f::>und pra ~ ­
.1 tical proof for this. 25 The modern public relations technique, 
1
1
1 11 f::>r instance in the or ganizati::>n of public service programs or 
1 I campaigns, is rounded entirely upon this theory. I 
11 b) There is a strong point in f'avor of Freud 1 s s ocio-psy-
1 1: chological teachings wherever an explanation of action-crowds, I 
j ::>r mobs, is attempted. Freud and his followers emphasize the 
i 
l
i release of inhibiti::>ns in crowd situati::>ns, so that the sup-
11 pressed, basically libidin::>us desires ::>f the individual will 
l1 find a free ::>utlet. From our own observations during mob ac-
11 tl. ons in Nazi Germany we can but confirm this theory. Yet lt 
I has also become recognized that 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
11 the peculiar mentality characteristics of' cr::>wds 
may be extended under the influence of propaganda 
I 
::>r excitement and by means of facile instruments I 
of communication to anv sort of so::eiety or social 1
1
1 
\ grouping. n26 ·- . II 
[ Some people may protest against this extension of basic psycho- Jl 
! analytic principles upon all institutional behavior and the 
I! structure of modern social institutions at large. But Freud's 
'I 
1 classical work "Civilization and its Discontents 11 27 highlights 
I 
these relationships in times of war, and although it refers to 
1
,world War I, it still sounds as convincing today. 
\I Studies in opini::m and attitude formation fr::>m their very 
II 
I 
·I 
II 
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II beginning up t::> the present have revealed that 
II 
I 
I' 
:I 
I 
11 appeals to deep-seated motives and emoti-::malized 
values (are) far more effective than more rational 
and practical appeals.n28 
I The questj on as to 11 whyn people think about a 
[ the day or ''why" they vote or adopt a certain 
cruc la l ls sue of 1\ 
attitude, if ana-
lyzed closely, always brings us bac'l{ t::> the irrational atti-
tudes, not unlike Freud 's 11 fixattons. 11 There is an interest i ng 11 
early study by N. C. Meier, confirming this standpoint. 29 Of j 
course, this has a bearing on the individual -::mly . General 
s::>ci::>logical studie s , as well as the behavlorlst line of re-
search, are n::>t concerned with this 
formation at all (cf. ::mr criticism 
imp ortant aspect of opinion i 
of opinion polls, below). I 
II 
Most writers are agreed, however, that the irrati::>nal element 
in opinion formation is the ::>ne great danger which threatens 
the functioning of t h e modern democratic system. 
I 
It would ap- il 
I pear, then, that Freud's concepts of' depth psychology are of' ~~ 
special value for an analysis of communications problems whlch 
II take those factors in account. 
! In a modern stuc1y of radio serials snch an approach is ta- l 
ken. We are referring to Arnheim' s "Psychological formula for 
1 t:he attractt::m of radio serials.'130 At t'l.e basis of Arnheim 's 
formula are such terms as "identification," "frustration," etc. 'I 
I 
terms that can easily be understood with Freud's theory in mind.,\ 
I' 
i 
It ~1st be conceded, however, that on this point Adle r's indivi ~ 
idual psychology might offer a not less valuable explanation. 
\! But we venture the opinion that a more basic instinct, with the 
1icharacteristtcs of Freud's libido at the core, must accoun t 
i 
I 
I 
I, 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
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the interest in "L::>ve" f'or lnstance, as a subject in daytime 
se:r1al.s. Here we ha,re not only stmple ~r:tsual and I am'H t::>ry c ::->m- 1 
municati::>ns media, but such abstract "remote" entertainment as 
magazine ficti::>n, such as cited by Arnheim.31 
I 
Today the role ::>f leadership in the process ::>f public opin1 
ion formation has been rec::>gnized as of crucial, if not dec:tstvi 
II II importance. Social psychology has come to accept the leader's 
I
I or 'fiB leading gr::>up's function in this respect. It is n::>w be-
ll yond discussion that under the present system of political de- j
1 
Ill mocracy and the given structure or communications media, we can I 
1 
distinguish between roughly 3 main phases in which leadership I 
I affects public opinion formation: namely, a) the crystallize- 1
1 
I tion of current issues into definite statements and definttionJ 
I b) the arti culization of what the masses feel; c) the manipula- j 
I tion of these popular feelings to the private purposes of the I 
I 
1 ~ 32 . ea uers. 
f) Carl Gustav Jung, Swiss, famous European psych::>logist 
I
I 
1
j and second in importance only to F'reud, \1\h ::>se student and f::>l-
1 
I 
I 
II 
I, 
'I 
I 
I 
lower he originally was. ,Tung became of influence up::>n Eur::>-
pean psychology as s::>on as he withdrew fr::>m the psych::>-analyti-
cal sch::>ol and expounded theories of h l s ::>wn. 
Jung is menti::>ned here as a s::>cial psych::>logist because of 
two reas::>ns: 1) he can be seen as the most typical exponent of 
t he concept of the "collective soul u of the 11 coJ.lectlve uncon-
j scious" as he termed it ("des kollektive Unbewusste 11 ); 2) quite 
11in line with these mystical c::>ncepti::>ns he despises the mass 
II 
II 
28 
and sees in the .figure of the leader the real motl va t ing f orce 
in history. Although Jung dissociated himself i n the be ginning 
II from Hitler and Muss olini (h e gave a keen description or their 
il personallties arter having met both of them pe rsonally,33 he 
ji became their outspoken adherent during World War II, from his 
,I 
j safe dwelling in Switzerland. 
Jung says: 
"Just as the individually unique unconscious is 
conceived as the repos:ttor~r of the indtvidual's 
forgotten experiences, so also the collect i ve or 
raclal unconscious contains the early exper t ences 
of humanity incorporated 1n the unconscious of 
the "f8 rson ~ n34 
,I This is not only in contradi tion to the f' irst principles 
IJ of Freud 1 s psychology itself, bu t also it cannot be pro ved by 
l any practical evidence whatever that there exist heredttary psy 
cholo g ical attitudes, such as racial pre .iudlce for i nstance, 
JWhlch form an element of such a "collective unconscious." 
I' I The "myth of collectivity,'' as it was enounced b y so many 
\ European wrlters before and after .Tung, has never been bothered 
with in a truly scientific way. The most that can be said about 
!European scientific efforts in this direction is that more or 
less keen observsti.ons of certain s ymptoms in the behavior of 
crowds an0 other social groups have been made; but publics, in 
sense, have found the least attention of all. 
These obA ervations, whatever their vaJ.ue, have been u sed, then, 
Ito " prove" whatever conc eptual construct the particular writer 
lhad chosen a priori for his theory of modern soc iety . There are 
, 1scores of European savants :tn tl[e fieJ0 of sociology, es p ec i a lly 
I 
IJ 
/· 
1·1 
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categCJry. Jung, wh::>se imp::>rtance as 'I 1
1
German writers, among this 
I a ps ych::Jl e> g is t pre> per Cb es 
l she>rtcomings as s::>on as he 
lchology. When he bi t terlv 
not cone ern us here , shares their ~~ 
ventures ,nto the ~teld of social ps~ 
- ·- f .• 
critic i z e s +:he ''crowds , 11 he d oes not 
even cCJncern himself as an ::Jbservant psychologist with the sCJ-
cial phen::Jmenon of the "publtc." No wonder, t hen, that he like , 
so many others, fails t::> describe, let alone to exp l ain, the mos 
tmportant fact in rnodern dem::>crat i c s::>c iety. 
II g) 
II France, 
Durkheim and the Durkheim school, with Le,ry-Bruhl, in 
h ave been of a certain influence on American sociology, 
but their work has but 1 i ttle bearing e>n the theory of public 
I 
opinion. They have attempted to get away fre>m LeBon's crowd 
psychology and to give a new interpreta t ion t o such classical 
European c:.mcepts as the 11 oversoul, 11 etc. 35 But they are not 
1
l beha vi oris ts, nor does individual psychology form the corner-
stone of their theories. Durkheim was primarily sociologist and 
anthropolo g tst. The German sociolog ists Weber, Simmel, Vter-
lkandt and many CJthers have not g 1ven mu ch attention t o our prCJ-
fb lem either. Toennies, wellknown in America for his early so-
l 
1 ciol::>g J.cal studies, wrote a voluminous work on public opinion 
il 
lnDie oef.fentliche meinung," 1922), but his "public" c:mststed 
1
merely of upper and middle class cl.rcles that furnished d a t; a for 
jl the most wayward c::>nclusions. 
Publ ic opinion was n::> special field ::>f' s::>ciol::> g :tcal ::>:r s::>-
for these sclentists. What is more, 
e focused on aualitative 
30 
( 
II 
1: I 
'! differences within society rather than ::m quanti t ative meas ure-
1 
I 
l ment, let a l Jne exper imentati~n in s~cial psych~logy. Their 
I approach has been called "mainly cu ltural and ins t1 tuUona 1. " 36
1
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II 
(3) 
Politicians 
II 
Jl Public opint::m, since the spreao of' the mass media of com- \ 
li mun ica tion, a specially since the growth o:r the modern newspaper II 
II has principallv a two-fold function within society: it directs 
)1 the people and u the expression of their demarlds to the g overn- 1 
II II i ment, and on the other hand lt presents t:he g overnment's view- 11 
i, point to the people. This two-way communicative pr:::>cess of pu_b ~ 
il lic opini:::>n and its media is inherent in its very nature, how-
'1 ever lopsided the relationship between the two functions may be 
I from case to case. 
I It is at the hand of this fundamental principle that we 
I, 
cam 
I I 
I measure the general role of public opinion in a given 
I' 
I Bauer in his article "Public Opinion," says: 
society. I 
"Through out the entire Western world public opinion 
serves on the one hand to render the acts of the 
admtnistrative authorities comprehensible to the 
body of subjects, and on the other to impress 
upon the administrators
1
t.h e sentlments and will 
of the general public." 
/ With this principle in mind we set forth to include in our 
Ji study some European politicians. Undoubtedly, these men have 
li left their imprint on Eur:::>pe and on the world, but 1.t l s hard I 
!1 to speak of' their act i vities in terms of "theories." An)r close~ 
! analys i s shows that if' those men had a belief' approaching any I 
1 systematic theory of society at all, th i s merely served as a 1. 
I 
formula ti :::>n - wishful or cyn ica 1, as the case m5_ght be - :::>f' 
I 
I their immediate practical g oals. But their utterances :::>n so- 1 
.: ciety and social problems of :::>ur times, such as lie within the II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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l1 framew cr k of our present topic, remain of importance for the 
Ill elucidation of our own democratic point of view. We now ha ve 
II 
an opportunity t o judg e the entire Lenin and Trotsky, Hl tler an • 
Mussolini, after their life's career has ended anct the i r record ~ 
J are open t o hiBtory. 
I' 
:1 
Two interesting facts emerge at once: a) the dic t a tors., 
I I much more than the democratic leaders, were outspoken a bout 
11 their personal relationships to society in the sense that this [ 
1 
relation ship was a great problem for them. This problem did no ~ 
II 
I 
exist to the sarrs extent for a Roosevelt or a Churchill, for in ] 
:I 
1 
stance, whose position as the democratically elected chiefs bo:t ll 
!1 the1r natlons was even in war time self-e,.rident. They were "' ~ 
I good propagandists in their handling of the mass media, it is ' 
I 
~~ true, but even there they acted at the same time as informers o~ 
·, the public and not exclusivelv as "manipulators."2 Criticism o]i 
. .  . I ~~· these leaders in America and in En gland, even at the height of I 
World War II, was something usual. Communications on all level ~ 
I I 
II 
I 
I 
d 
of government, despite military censorship, rema i ned a two-way i 
process. Churchill himself writes: 
11 I doubt whether any of the dictators had as much 
effective power throughout his whole cabinet as 
the British War Cabinet. When we expressed our 
desires we were sustained by the people's repre-
sentatives and cheerfully obeyed b y all. Yet at 
no time was the right of criticism impaired. 
Nearly alw~ys the critics respected the national 
interest.'' 
II Only the sell'-eppointed leaders have found 1t necessary to ar-
~~ gue about their leading position in various forms. 
li b) The d i_ctators' outspokenness, h owever, has never been in 
I 
1
1 l 
.) I ~ 35 ' 
1/ public, but ~nly in private c~nversati~ns, diaries, etc. (Cf. ·~ 
\1
1 
f~r instance the dreadf'ul revelations in G~ebells' diaries whic~ 
II bel~ng t~ the m~st instructive d~cuments ~f' ~ur times). Never li ~~~ have they spoken to the masses themselves about whet they, the I 
II leaders, th~ught ~f them and their pers~na1 f~ll~wers. 
S~me qualif'icati~ns must _be made, h~wever. There is, for 
I 
I 
instance, a dif'f'erence between Lenin and Tr~tsky ~n the ~ne 
I hand, and Hitler and Mussolini ~n the ~ther hand. Lenin and 
I Tr~tsky, it must be c~nceded, tried to the~rize the relati~n-
ship between leader and mass, which has presented itself' t~ 
them as s~~n as they faced practical pr~blems of revoluti~nary 
I tactics. The orthodox Marxist system ~f hist~ry and s~ciol~gy 
I did n~t rec~gnize such a pr~blem.- The Fascist dictat~rs were 
I
ll mere utilitarians in this respect - they did not attempt to 
"solve" the question of leadership theoretically at all. The 
I same can be said about Stalin. Reiwald (p. 437) writes: 
I 
I! 
"In all the writings of Stalin t hat are available 
to us, t here is hardly a remark of soc i o-psycho-
logical character. 11 
/
1 The dictator does not tell the mass w"hat he thinks about it. 
But he does think about it, and if the pe~ple would know th~se 
secret th~ughts, it might mean the very end of dictatorship. 
In Stalin's case there remains no doubt that future history 
II 
I 
will reveal the secret feelings of' this man W:l. ose pers~nal will 
-quite aside from all objectively determined political and so- 1, 
II cia-economic factors - was of such impact on our times. I 
1! For the two classical leaders of the Soviet revolution, 1 
Jl Lenin and Trotsk the idea of the roletarian voluti~n f'ormed! 
I 
I 
1/ 
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--r the very center of their practical aspirations as well as of 1 
i their theoretical writings. It is from this point the t they :1 
II have looked upon all problems of mass, opinton, and propa ganda. \1
1 
II I 
1
1 
Both played their major role as re,rolnttona:ry Jeaders - and bot
1
: 
~~ have attributed in their theoretical wrHings to the leader and I 
I~ important function in the historical development. The problem I 
~~ was: how to be at the same time an orthodox Marxist who bel iev~ s 
I in t h e objective, rna terial forces in his tory's course. jl 
Lenin, who is described by his biographers as a man of 
as a Mar:x:-
1 
great personal modesty and shyness in his begtnnings 
II 
\I 
II 
I 
II :::t::e::e::::•: :h:n: :::s :s P::: 
foremost Bolshevist agitator \ 
the decisive role in political \! 
I life - this same Lenin became the fascinating, I dramatic orator ' 
and t'l"'ctatorial leader of t'le Bo]shevlst party and of the W1 ole 
I . 
II of Soviet Russia as soon as his party gained power. Con tempo- I 
\ rary observers, followers and opponents alike, agree in their II 
j descriptions of Lenin's different personal appearances before 1\ 
\ and during the revolution. First he was the humble orthodox ]I 
jl Marxist theoretic ian, for whom the "beloved masses" were every- ~ 
!· thlng: these masses had only to be made conscious, ob .!ect i vely JI 
I and soberly, of their own historical pos tt lon. But afterwards, 11 
1
/l this same Lenln ts the shrewd orator, who knows how to apply al ll 
. II 
11 the tricks ln addressing mass audiences, so that Hitler and Mus ,· 
I solini found it worthwhile to copy him. The same "beloved il 
I I' 
1 masses" were now subJugated by physical force to the Bolshevist ~~ 
~~~ program. There are modern writers who would like to see the 11 
I workings of a father-complex in the Russian people, as the sy- :1 
I 
I 
I' 
II 
I 
II 
il 
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li cholog ica 1 cause underlying this obvious change, which has led 11 
I' in our days to the gigantic buildup of S t alin in the fi gure ::>.f I 
I ttrr1;~ Leader Df the SDviet People," snch as we w:i.tnessed during 
I 
the celebrations Df his 75th birthday (cf. for instance Freda 
Kirchwey 1 s editorial "Pageants, EaS:; and West," in 11 The Nation" 
o.f December 31, 1 949, pp. 635-637) • 
But the .fact is - and · this is relevant for our present ln-
1 
I vestigation - t hat in Lenin's theoretical works we find a con- II, 
I stant effort to combat the tendency towards hierarchy, leader-
1 
il 
It 
II 
ship, and bureaucracy. This fight is one o.f t h e pillars of his l 
I 
theoretical work. It is expressed, .for instance, in his "State 
and Revolution" and in many pamphlets in which he admonishes th1 
population wherever they are to "take things in their own hands ll ,, 
I 
and in which he tells them that from now on t hey themselves are 11 
the government, without any higher placed intermediaries betwee* 
themselves and the government.4 I 
He attempted to create the ~orm Df the workers' me~ting in / 
their p1aces of employment as a media of communications in both l 
directions: f rom the central executive of the party to the I 
• I 
i working masses and from the men in the shops to their represen- \ 
tat l ves in the soviet. Needless to sa ;r, Soviet Russia has s inc I 
1
11ong abandoned all traces of this early tdeal, so seemingl-y de-
l 
1mocratic. Robert L. Stevens, in hts magnificent series e>n 
I 
I "Russia Uncensored" in the Christian Science J•lionitor, reported 
i 
!1 that since more t.han 8 year•s no sessions of local e>r regi onal 
II 
! Soviets took place at a 11, and that the new "res Dlu t i ons n of 
II I 
11 I 
II 
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t1 
il the regional Soviets :.:>ver the vast area of the USSR are alm~ 
I verbally alike. 5 II 
This indicates a complete absence of the two-way process I 
of communication. At t he same time, we must not f orget that th~ 
other fundamental part of Lenin's beliefs, namely the dictator- !! 
,, 
ship of the prole tar ia t, is in its very essence d iametr ica lly I 
opposed t:.:> the early democratic aspirations as expressed in the l 
system of soviets. Lenin has sought in vain to bring the two 
viewpoints together. Dictatorship of the proletariat meant al-
ready tn his lifetime his own brutal dictatorship, and that of 
a few men around him. Th~ Social Democrats, from whom Lenin 
dissented, considered the Bolsheviki as "unorthodox" Marxists 
I 
I already on this point of personal leadership which is of rele-
! vance for us. Indeed, Kautsky was probably right from t he ori- j 
j\ ginal point of view of Karl Marx. But Lenin and Trotsky were 
1 
I 
jl successful polltic ians, whereas Kautsky failed. 
II . Trotsky builds his argumentation upon such concepts as: 11 
jj leader, party, and the mass of the people. For him, these thre il 
II form the basic element of modern revolutions. He attempted to I 
I; show in h is "History of the Russian Revolution" 6 that they ofteJ 
I act independently of each other. For our present purposes it m y 
suffice to state that Trotsky emphasized the tactical role of 
the leader, the organizational role of t he party - whereas the 
I elementary move is made by the mass of the people. We must add 
I here: at least in the industrial centra which could be over- I 
\ looked and controlled at that time by the Bolshevist leaders. 
39 I 
I! It happens 
I 
that the masses lag behind the demands of leader and 1
1 
j/ party, but I II 
so metimes they can also exert strong pressure upe>n 
leadership for action. II I the 
I 
But how is it with propaganda and the opinion of the masseJI? 
contemporary historians and social sc i ent i sts are agreed ~~~ 
the Russ ian Bolshevik! have created the syste m of modern II 
!Most 
II that 
mass propa ganda which was later copied by Hitler and Musse>lini. 
However, there are impor t ant differences, b'oth in the pers ::mal 
I opinion of t h e particular leader as we l l as in t h e practical ef 
l rectiveness of the type of propa ganda. Trotsky writes these I 
11 significant paragraphs: 
1
, 
I 
"The means and instruments used by the Bolshevist propa- I 
ijanda apparatus are quite baffling by their insignificance.! 
I
. 
1 In the days when the party of Me>scow and Petrograd took 
charge of the Se>viets in those cities, the treasury of 
j the central C)mmittee had no more than 30,000 paper rubles 
I 
on hand.8 
11 The party had almost no followers among the 1 intelli-
1 
gentsia 1 . - There a~e no leaders, there are no polit i -
cally educated people that can explain to the masses what 
the Bolsheviki want ••• In the country, there are almost 
no Bolshevist cells. The mail connections are complete-
ly disrupted. 
''How t h en was it possible that the ideas and slogans of 
the Bolshevists could take hold of the masses, with 
S1JCh a weak propa ganda apparatus and such a s mall cir-
culation of the press '? 'rhe explanation :i.s very simple: 
slogans, which are concomitant with the actual demands 
of the class and the times, create t hemselves a thousand 
channels. The glowing revolutionary atmosphere is an 
excellent conductor of ideas. Bolshevist newspapers 
were read aloud, were read until they were mere scraps 
of paper, the most important articles were learnt bv 
heart, related again, copied and wherever possible, " 
actually reprinted ••• At the same time, the bourgeois 
press wh ich was delivered to the front in millions of 
copies, g ot no readers at all." 
(Th i s citation is re-translated from the German ed J.tion 
of Tr:::>tsky 1 s book "Geschicte der Russischen Rev::>lut;ion," 
Berlin 1933, p. 282, as cited by Re iwald, pp. 453-454). 
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1
1 One does not have to take at fac .e value all the dramatic and 
I 
theatrically self-satisfied descriptions of Tr~tsky, ~1t one 
to I 
I, 
can still agree with many contemporary writers wl-lo attribute 
11 the personal appearance of the orators Len in and Trotskv much \1 .. I 
I of the success of the BoJ shevist party during the decisive days II 
front, in Leningrad, and in Moscow. I at the 
Analyzing the paragraphs of Trotsky's writings, as cited 
above, we find that it is the typical crowd situation which was 
Jl predominant in that stage of the Bolshevist revolution. All thj 
I
I symptoms of the sociological crowd were there: its limitations 
1
1 in space; the face-to-face relationships among the individuals 
il themselves and also t owards the leader or orator addressing it; 
[the emotional tension, inviting collective action (action crowd l 
il or mob); and, last but not least, the absence of' mass communi-
j cations over wider areas. I 
! The i~ortance o~ the fig~e of t h e leader cannot be over- j l 
11 estimated in such a s 1tuation. Of course, this state of affair ,I 
11 was in existence only at the beginning of the Soviet re g ime in II 
~~ Russia. Later on, especially during and after the civil war, I 
l
l soviet propaganda in Russia became a gigantic and brutal, state 1 
I . 
il financed apparatus wlth a complete control over all mass media, 
II s orne of wh ic h were only introduced in Russ ia for the spec ia 1 I 
\[ purpose of the propa gation of Soviet communism, according to I 
11 Len in's prescripts. I 
~~ Since there is neither freed om of ind i v idua 1 or co 11 e c t1 ve ! 
li opinton formatton, nor freedom of expression, nor a two-way coml l 
,, 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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mun ica t ions pr::>cess, nor any real 11 cruc ial issues n f. or the pe o- 11 
~::b::ct::i:::~:ti~n:::t t:,::::y: ::::::ew:h:•:::: :;·::t::acy I 
which the Soviet regime has achieved. Modern communications 
media have been brought to the smallest village in Siberia, but 
they are monopolized by the ruling state-party to an extent 
which was even unequaled in early Hitler Germany. 
Hitler, whom we discuss next, published only one book. 
However, as Reiwald ~orrectly says, 
" 
1 Mein Kampf' had more importance for nazi Germany 
than the entire Bolshevist literature for Russia. 
It was its bible." 9 
Reiwald is one ::>f the few anthors who trace Hitler's 
theories about mass, public, and leadership back to the first 
edition of nl/Iein Kampf, 11 the only original edition, that has I 
since long been unavailable. All the later ed i tions have obli- 1 
terated Hitler's real style. All translations are actual fal-
sifications. They deprive the book of its barbaric character. 
The study of this first edition, as well as of the c::>nver-
1 
sati:ms of Hit ler with Rauschning10 is all the more important, I 
since after Hitler's death at the end of World War II there has l 
li been widespread d :ls cuss ion a bout Hitler's personality. Was he 
II :c:::::::m::i:::e•i::::::~z:::t:i::::~~ ::t::: h:i:nh:x::::eed 
11
1 
mass psychologist? 
I Without entering upon the details of this argument 
Il
l 
we find that Hitler's early written and oral utterances 
I 
itself, 
1
1 
definH; t 
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I 
\1 ely point to the fact that he had some theory of his 
\t 
1\ 
own, and 
I 
I 
I 
'I II 
II 
II 
lj 
II ~~~ 
it is this theory only that interests us here in relation to 
OU .. T' topic. 
Hitler said to Rauschning: 
11 The kne>wledge of the art of mass leadership re-
quires intensive work •.•• Didn't the enemy rule 
the masses until now'? And then, all of a sudden, 
there came somebody and this somebody developed 
a big mass movement. Vvas that only because of 
sheer luck, :::>r because the mass ts uncrU ical? -
'The gentlemen that think so are wrong, Sir. It 
was also a little but because of ou~ 1perseverance 
and the technique that we adopted." . . I 
Hitler has read Le Bon extensively and in "Mein Kampf" he , 
gives fre~;ent verbal citAtions of h~m. There are two types oA 
I 
I 
utterances about the masses: Hitler both despises and loves i 
them at once. On the one hand, he hates the mass: in the un- \ 
I varnished first edition of "Mein Ka mpf 11 his very hatred of the I 
I 
II 
II 
jl 
,! 
I 
I 
I 
German people is expressed over and over again, a fact which of 
ce>urse remained unknown to the German public. He says: 
"The big mass 'Jf the pe'Jple d'Jes n'Jt want anythtng 
but bread and games. It has n'J understancHng f'Jr I 
ideals." \ 
"It has n'J hist'Jry." 1\ 
ttThe bnoad mass 'Jf people is 'Jnly a part of nature ••• 
what it desires is the victory of t h e stronger and 
the destruction of the weak or his unconditional 
sub.jugation." 
In these utterances of Hitler we flnd the type of "pro .i ection" I 
so well known to the modern psychol'Jglst, in this case . the pro- \! 
iection of hatefully aggressive as well as 
tendencies (sado-masochistic), which are a 
I 
fearfully submissive ! 
genera 1 German char- 11 
I 
a~ I acterist ic. IJ !I This attitude forms the bas1s for Hitler's practicel 
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in his propaganda devices he ruthlessly employs all 
II 
! tivities: 
I 
1 
the brutal psychological tricks of lies, assertions, freauent 
repetitions. Communication exists consciously only in the di-
I Iii 
II 
I . 
I 
rection from the leader to the mass, f~om the party hierarchy I 
II t o the followers. 
I 
II 
I 
I 
Yet Hitler knew that he was g iving to the 
German people what they expected from him and what they were 
I prepared for. 
The favorite mass medium, characteristic for dictatorships l I II 
is: the leader who addresses a mass meeting, although it would II 
in this case be more correct to speak of "crowd meeting." \· 
'I 
II 
I Bltler, and later his followers, have used thls medium exten-
s ively and w1th the utmost success. Len ln and Trotsky, the 
first modern tacticians of the mass meeting, had much smaller 
1 
audiences to deal with, and when they appeared, there was not 
,I 
- ~ yet a possiblity to make use of the microphone for addressing 
I 
il 
il 
I 
il tens of thousands of people. 
'II 
1 
Bit ler has given us qnite a number of theoretlcal 
:I f'or this mass medium: 
formulae I 
~~~~ "In a mass meeting, thinking is ruled out. And 
because I need this situation, slnce it assures 
I
I me of the greatest efficiency of my speeches, I 
send them all into meetings, where they become 
one with the crowd, if they want it or not, whe-
1 
ther they are 'intellectuals', bourgeois, or 
1 workers. I mix the people. I talk to them as 
\\ a compact mass •' • •• Never b::>~her about meetings 
il of intellectuals alone ••• nl 
I 
1 According to this extreme example o.f one-way commu.nication, we 
can measure the va lues and the dangers for the formatlon of 
1 pnbl ic 
II 
opinion 1n many pr esent-day commun~. cation s ystems , es-
II 
I 
II 
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~ pecially such as are employed by big ~~ often these systems show the typical business advertising. Ver t characteristics of Hitler's 
I 
i I method. Hitler said that propaganda, in order bo be effective, 1 
I 
1
1 may never attempt to convince by the logics of the cause for I 
I 
I 
II I which it stands, but behind it there must be a continuous 
1 threat - in Germany it was the threat of force, of military 
co mmand and power. The power and fear factor in modern commer-
cial advertisement has often been pointed out, even if the 
11 fear 11 element is reduced to such seemin g ly harmless attitudes 
as the fear of not keeping up with fashion, etc. 
All Nazi pr::>paganda, analyzed to its c::mtent, boiled down 
t::> rad ica 1 submiss i ::>n t:) the leader ·' ext inc ti on of 11 the enemy" 
upon the leader's command. Hitler, as he himself f:)r many 
times admitted, tried to tire out his audience and to weaken 
its resistance through constant repetition and fear, through 
the permanently p::>sed dilemma of "all - or nothing" which he 
threw in their faces in the typically nihilistic manner. He 
consciously e x pressed the necessity for this alm:)st physiolo-
I 
I 
p; tcal preparation r:Jf' an a u dience by means of military music, 
noise, shouting , flags, etc., and all this in an almost animal- 1 
I like atmosphere of overcrowded mass asse mblies in beer halls an 
the 1 ike. 
n'i'hat you g ive to the people in t h e crowd situa-
tion, that sticks and remains like a watchword 
which has been admin:tstered to the patient dnring 
a hypnosis, in the expectant state of fanatical 
devotion; it is indelibly imprinted on t h e mind 
and it wi.l! resist aJ 1 corrections at t he hand 
of reason. 3 
I) 
1: 
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In the same vein, Mussolini says: 
11
'l1he mass ::>f the people is for me nothing but a 
herd of sheep , as long as i t is unorganized. I 
am not at all agatnst it. I only say that it can 
never govern itself. But if you lead it, ye>u have 1 4 te> lead it by two reins: enthusias1Jl. a nd interest." 
''There must be music and banners to kindle en-
t h usiasm. The mob is loose and dispersed as a 
s h oal of fish until t h ey're well disciplined and 
led. They don't need to kne>w; but the faith tha t 
moves mountains must flash from the orator's soul 
into their own, like the radio that can excite the 
wor ld with a mighty thought. Re a l ly, the tendency 
of our modern folks to b elieve is .•• quite past 
belief."l5 · · 
Social I)emocracy, the dominant ideology of European social ist s 
between the wars, g overned as a political system the German 
Weimar Republic and also Austria. In a mitigated form, other 
Western and Northern European countries have followed Social 
I Democrat principles, although the Marxist roots and tendencies 
I of German social-democracy have been discarded in th6se states. 
I 
Karl Kautsky (18 54-1938), Marxist theoretician and father 
of European social-democratic thinking, broke after the end of 
World War I with the Bolshevists that had called themselves So-
cial-Democrats before. But Kautsky attempted to remain an or-
thodox Marxist despite his opposition to all forms of radical-
ism. Kautsky, a famous historian, sociolog ist, and economist, 
was a very poor social psychologist. This is c haracteristic 
for all Marxist social-democrats of the past. Marx himself, al-
though his theoretical position on t his point is still an ob- I 
ject of controversy,l6 had not shown much interest in psycholo-
gical or socio-psycholog ical q~stions. This was in line with 
II 
II 
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~ Intellectual climate o~ his period. Marx • official disci- I 
II ples, at any rate, have almost all suffered from this deficienc , . 
I 
For example, in l:lJ s. rtPreface to t'-le class struggles in 
France" (German ed it ion} , Marx had sta t ed that I 
'' ••• the tj .. mes of the surprise attacks in rev:::>lu- '
1
1 
ti:::>ns led by small, c:::>nscious minorities, 1at the head of unconscious masses, have passed." 7 
But ••• the Communist revolution in Rus s is, the Fascist revolu- l1 
tion in Ita] y, and t he Nazi revolution in Germany proved exact1 1 
the contrary. 
Kautsky, in his emphasis on object ive economic and social 
c 1 ass f'actors, forgot like other Social-Democrats completely 
the psychological determinants in social life as in individual 
life. Problems of orgoo ization in trade unions occupied his 
attention - but in countries like Germany and 1\u.strla these or-
ganizations have never been decisive political forces. The or-
&J,nization of the working masses was supposed t o overcome (si -
I 
I 
mllar to MacDougall 's opinion) the destr>lc ti ve mob tendencies . II 
But orgari izatton in itself, as long as it did not .fos t er a 
pa t~ern of two - way communications and create conditions for in-
dividual free thinking , was no absolute guarantee against the I 
barbaris m of the mob actions, unorganized as well as or ganized, 
1
1 
such as t hey still occurred in Kautsky's lifetime . 
Principally, the position of Kautsky c.s. on the subject 
I of the mass was nega t.i ve. In this one point they stood close 
l +o +h etr un -democratic opponent LeBon . European socialism of 
the Social -Democrat brand of' 1918 - 1933 did not make an honest 
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eff~rt t~ appr~ach the pr~blems ~f s~ciety psychologically; in 
other w:>rds, the mere hatred ~f the unorganized crowd ~n the 
one hand and the illusi~nary expectati:ms of the party organi-
zation as such ~n the ~ther, contributed t~ the neglect of 
creating opinion publics that were democratically reliable, 
with~ut being forced int~ a party machine. 
Father-theoretician ~f s ocial-democracy, ~f the p~litical 
idea up::m which depended the fate of a good part ~f European 
democracy as a whole and of the Weima r Republic i n Germany 
especially, Kaut sky was obviously ignorant of the concept of 
the :t ntelligen t public as a modern social gr~up, nor did he 
seem c:mcerned about the decisive r~le of' mass communicat:t~ns 
in a democracy. E-ven the large newspaper apparatus of German 
s~cial-Democrats was qual itatively and quantitatively inferior 
to the liberal "bourgeois" press. 
These were the two extremes in Kautsky's theoretical stand r-
point: either the mob, ~r the party (respectively, the labor 
union). He said on the one l:l. and: 
"If the creatlon of' an instltntion is the problem, 
s ~ rna n y deta tls have to be reckoned with, ann so 
many c :ms idera ti ons taken :tn to ace ~unt, tha t the 
(unorgan ize d ) mass, if it wanted to create some-
thing, would have t~ chang e itself from an actlng 
to a deliberating and deciding mass •.• But even 
the slightest attempt to direct a crowd like that 
towards positive creation, w ~uld fall miserably, 
despite the fact tmt-tbits crowd mlght be the ore ti -
cally enlight ened and united.- Positive actions 
take time, too. But time is exactly what the 
crowds do not have.nl8 · 
T~ere is no mention even of a prodncttye, positively de-
mocratic possibility of social living. And at the other ex-
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treme, we find the illusionary self-security, the uncritical 
trust in mere party or ganization, when Kautsky writes in the 
sa me book: 
11 Capitalism has become master of the world in the 
last years •.• As a consequence, not :mJy class-
cHvlsions and class struggles become sharper, but 
s lmultaneously the con<'Htions for large and sp:m-
taneous mob actions are emerging again. It seems 
impossible that s u ch excesses should a s snme a 
senseless or reactionary character ln countries 
wjth a str~~~ Social-Democracy and strong trade 
unions ••.• 
As Reiwald points out very justly in his criticism, 2 0 
"mass" is for Kautsky the "equivalent of the proletariat." The 
"proletariat" was the object of the Social-Democrat's efforts; 
the other classes were ne g lected - but we know today that the 
I petty bourgeois carried both the Fasclst and the Nazi revolu-
1 t~ ons, destroying Social Democracy and with it democracy itself 
i n a ll coun t r i es where they were victorious. The Nazis had 
skillfully exploited the socio-psychological c haracteristtcs of 
the German people, and above all they had settled the question 
of leadershtp. Kautsky and his fellow Social-Democrats never 
bothered about leadership problems; those were not in line with 
orthodox Marxism which put its trust in ob .iective historical 
forces. But when the crisis came, the party was s11ddenly a ban-
-doned by millions of its former adherents. 
1ESS 1949, val. XII, p. 673 •. 
2cr. Ralph D. Casey, "Press, Propaganda and Pressure Groups," 
~IC p. 147. 
I 
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3
w:tns t on Churchill, "Their F inest R::mr, '' c 1_ ted from the New 
York Times Bo ok Review, January 15, 1950, p. 2. 
4
c i ted by Kershenzew, "Das Leben Lenins," 1937; cf. Reiwald, 
p. 467. 
5
cf. The Chr istian Science Monitor, December 6 , 1 94 9 , a nd 
December 10, 1 949. 
6 Ame r ica n edition, New Yor k 1932. 
'7 Ob v i ou sly , t h is was only the case i n the beginning of t h e 
revolution. 
8
we have to compare this with the large su ms that were gi ven 
t o Hitler by Germ an industrials at t he ver y beginning. Eve n 
s hort ly before H~ tler c ame i nto power i n 1933, it would have 
been p oss i ble to w:i.pe out the ·Nazis through wi thholding of sub-
s i d l es without which they could not develop. The essence of 
the pact between Hitler and von Papen in 1933 was a financial 
opera ti ::m, in which t he German heavy indus try agreed to get the 
ban krupt party out of its jam. 
9 op. cit. p. 475 
10 American ed l tion: " The Voice of Destruction:- Hi tler 
s pea ks ," by H. Rauschn:tng, New York 1940. 
1 1 ~ d i 1 9 ltR II 
- .:r erman e it on, p • . 7; . auschnln g 1 s Gespraeche mit Hit ler 
Europa Ve r l a g 1 940. 
12Rauschning , German e d . p. 198. 
13Rauschn1ng, op. cit. p. 197; Reiwald p. 4 92. 
14
rn an intervi ew wi.th Emil Luc'iwi g ~ cf. Ludwt g , " Ge s praeche 
mit Mussolini, Berlin 1932; Reiwald pp. 475-477. 1 
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15
cur. Hist., 45:4:81, cited by Albig, op. cit. p. 15. 
l6,.., • 1-'~ rte 1 . wa 1.1 , fo r one, holds that Marx left a posslb1.lity open 
for s :Jcio-psychological considerations :Jf soo ia1 living. 
17
'-' i ld ne wa_ , p. 311. 
18 ' Kauts ky, 1 Der poll tische J:/Ia ssens trei k", Berlin 1914; cited 
by Reiwa1d, p. 312. 
19
op. cit. pp . 278-279; Reiwald, p. 316. 
20 
op. cit. p. 317. 
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(4) 
Evaluation 
In all the European political systems presented above, 
mass propa ganda played an important role. If we regard this 
type of propaganda in the light of a modern socio-psychological 
definition - such as Kimball Young's "Propaganda is a system 
of open or veiled suggestions meant to secure acceptance of 
attitudes, ideas, or acts, the true purpose of which is not 
apparent to the recei ver"1 - we shall see tba t there is no prin 
11 cipal difference between the Fascist and the Communist dictator-
ships in their application of propa ganda; and it also becomes 
evident that Social-Democracy in Europe has consci:msly re-
frained from introducting irrational symbols into its mass medi . 
Social-Democracy wanted to see t~e desires of the p e ople in the 
light of reason. However, modern events have proved erroneous 
its assumption of the basic rationality of the mass. Thi s as-
sumption has entered many European and Jmerican theor i es about 
public opinion. 2 It stems from 18th century rationalism and 
its philosophy of enlightenment. Marx also believed in it. 
The prese n t-day Soviet leaders cannot claim to be his disciples 
in this respect. 
Classical American thinking, its anti-collectivistic 
tenets notwithstanding, has likewise pronounced the sound rea-
son of the human masses, 3 although the emphasis is here more on 
the dignity of the individual. At any rate, efforts to raise 
the level of reason of the masses, appeals t o that very reason, 
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belong to the basic principles of American democratic thinking 
in the 18th and 19th century. 
On the other side of this picture, as our brief descrip-
tion of the dictators and politicians attempted to show, is the 
belief in man's basic irrationality and emotionality. 4 It has 
come down from Macchiavelli via Nietzche to the modern totali-
tarians of all colorings. 
1\~odern commercial advertising works chiefly 'Jn the assump 
tlon of the basic irrati'Jnality of the br'Jad mass of people. 
~hat Albig said 12 years a g o still holds true, namely that all 
commercial manipulators of the growing media of mass communica-
tions 
"showed by their practices t"~-1at, their directors 
had decreasing faith in the effectiveness of 
rational appeals. In commercial advertising, 
there b a score o.f attempts to influence 
buying by emotional appeals to one analysis 
of the quality of the product. 11 5 
Wi th Kimball Young, Margaret Mead, and others we believe 
that the truth lies between the two extremes. But this is not 
the main question. Under the permanent impact of mammoth com-
mercial advertising on the one hand, and the still present ef-
fects of polit1cal dictat'Jrship on the other - whereby all 
these factors combine in an effort at irrational opin i on con-
t.r()l -, we believe that the rational element in pub 1 ic ()pin j_()n 
f ormation needs renewed and stronger emphasis. Obvious ly , it 
I will only be through ever-growing opinion research in all di-
rections as well as a continu::ms critical evalnatj_on of the u.se 
of our mass media, that social science can contribute towards 
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the realizati~n ~f this g~lden mean. 
1 in ~p. cit., glos sary. 
2
cf'. Youn g, ~p. cl.t. p. 437 
3cr-. Gunn ar Myrdal, "American Ideals and the Amerlcan C:m-
science." in 11 An American Dilemma, 11 val. r. 
4cr. als~ Young, ~p. c i t. p. 438. 
5Albig, op. cit. p. 11. 
• 
• 
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(5) 
The ~~.ethods 
A brief survey of the methods used by European social 
science to record public opinion, reveals that until the advent 
of modern American polling techniques preference has been g iven 
in Europe to qnalitattve studies. Q.u.antttative methods were in 
general not characteristic for any form of Enropean sC>cial t:he-
ory, and where they have developed sporadically during t~e 1920 1 s, 
it was under the impact of American behaviorism. 
We have already criticized the absence of any systematic 
method of observation of social facts in many classical European 
writers. The qualitative approach is one of history and case 
study in the first place. The emphas:ts here does not lie with 
the prediction factor, although Eur opean writers hav~ never 
hes1tated to generalize from their findings in individual case 
sh1d ies • 1 
The historical study does not attempt to furnish any sta-
tistical data em public opinion. It embraces both incHvidnal 
and group case his tortes, for tns tanc e of a change in public 
opinion. Gallup ' s institute has now branches in almost every 
country - but classical European social psychology is not ''in 
competitton" with Gallup, since it approached the whole field 
from an entirely different angle . 
Modern critics agree in one point about European social 
science - the achievement of European studies was the constant 
elucidation of the environmental and individual-psychological 
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factors which influenced and cond i tioned group opin~ons and 
at ti tudes, the motivations involved and the values cher t shed by 
public opinion. Polls cannot reveal these factors. They do 
not attempt t o do so and the questions posed by them are not 
constructed f or that purpose. Yet the need for constant clari-
.fication o.f these sociological and psychologi cal factors in 
public opin i on formation from case to case if felt a g ain very 
str::mgly at present l n America, where the perfected polling 
techn1oues are a lr eady producing sat.tsfactory qu.antit.atlve 
analyses. 
In England, the method of " Mass Observat i on" has developec• , 
showing all the characteristics of the qualitative approach. 
It is a time consuming, not very controllable way of lnterview-
i ng people that are sampled more or less at random, but despite 
the many disadvanta ges, it seems that trends of public opinion 
factors infl1lencing the war morale of Brita i n's popula ti on c::mlc 
2 b e analyzed very accurately by this method. 
1 ' That such generalizations do not have to be worthless is pro-
ven by Max Weber's concept of the "ideal type" mich ts still 
today fruitfully applied in American social sc i ence research. 
2 
cf. Charles Madge and Tom Harrison, "Britain by Mass-Observa-
t 1 on , n 1 f\39 • 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
AMERICAN THEORIES 
( 1 ) 
Behaviorism 
Behaviorism, although it had but few adherents in Europe 
until most recently, was up to World War II -:>f almost universal 
tn1"1.llence in America. There is a curi-:>,ls fact about 11 official" 
psychology in Soviet Russia which must be mentioned here in 
passing. In Russia, American behaviorism in its crudest form 
has been widely adopted. This concerns the Watsonian principle 
-:>f mathematical laws, predictability-under-a ll-c ircumstances, 
etc. The Pavlov-school in Russia found this a useful basts. 1 
There are bnt few American writers that are not behavior-
ists, and if we have described Gallup 's and Walter J,ippmann's 
work apart from behaviorism, it is only in order to emphasize 
their special scientific contributions, tn so far as they went 
in directions of their own. There is no theory in Enrope that 
could be re garded as influential upon t h e development of indi-
vidual and social psychology as well as on other social science~ 
t o the same degree as American behavtorism. Also, t he a t tempt 
+:o -lntroc1 llCe the experimental method ln social science is d,J_e 
to behaviorist theory . 
In a brief description of behavi orism it is sufficient to 
point to the basic concept of stlmnlus-response which ,mnerlies 
all branches of behaviorist t heory. W'l1en Dr . Wats::m, father of 
5'7 
American behaviorism, expounded his 'new' theory, he sought to 
regard psychology as a natural science and to reach the g oal 
where "human activity could be predicted with reasonable cer-
tainty,'( as well as a formulation of "laws and prinr-iples where 
by man's actions can be controlled by organized society."2 
I n the following pages an at t empt is made at a brief cri-
tical evaluation of several phases of behaviorist theory in re-
fe rence to problems of public opinion and communicatlons. 
a) One of the ~1stinct achievements of the behaviorist s chool t 
complete negation of such c:::mcepts as "group mind, 11 "collective 
soul," "herd instinct," etc. that are prevalent in many Europea 
studies. Some behaviorists even g o as far as to make European 
social science responsible for having created an atmosphere 
which was instrumental in the development of Nazism and Fascism 
3 (as with LeBon, Jung, etc.). 
"Institutional Behavior," by F. H. 4 Allport, is a strik1nf 
argument against this "European" concept. We shall discuss All II 
port in detail below. 
John Dewey expla:tns group behavior from a s i milar reactio 
::>f individuals facing similar situations. In his nHuman Nature 
5 
and Conduct, an Introduction to Social Psychology," he says: 
" An a s similation like that of Le Bon of the psychology of democracy to the psychology of a 
crowd in ::>verriding individual judgment shows 
lack of psychological insight. (This seems to 
us a very concise critical comparison between 
the American behaviorist standpoint and that of 
the European crowd psychologists. M.R.) 
A political dem::>cracy exhibits an overr iding of 
thought like that seen in any convention or 1n-
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stitution. That is, thought is submerged in 
habit. China and Japan exhibit crowd psychology 
more frequently than do Western democratic coun-
tries. 'N ot in my judgment because of any essen-
tl.ally Oriental psychology, but because of a 
nearer background of rigid and solid customs 
con .i oined with the ph enomena ~fa period of 
transition. The introduction of many novel 
stimuli creates occasion where habits afford 
no ballast. Heney, great waves of enthusiasm 
and emotion easily sweep through masses. Some-
times they are waves ~f enthusiasm for the new; 
sometimes of violent reaction against it - both 
equally indiscriminating. The war has left be-
hind it a somewhat similar situation in Western 
eountries." 
In other words, the main emphasis in this type of scien-
tiftc observation is the individual, a fact that is mo s t charac 
teristic for American social science in general. 
b) We have seen in our sketch of several Enr opean scientists, 
even of such wr1.ters as MacDougall, that tbey take the mob 
situation as the basis for a socio-psychological theory. For 
the behaviorists, like Dewey, habit and mass situation can have 
the same effect: namely, the elimination of individual thinkine. 
In his comparison between the Japanese and Chinese societies on 
the one ha nd, and the Western democracies on the other, as we 
flnr:'l ~n the qu otatton above, Dewey abstatns throughout from 
using s u ch terms as "Oriental psychology," etc. According to 
him, there is only a gradual difference in the behavior of the 
individual wren he is alone or when he finds himself :i.n a mob 
situation. 
c) The negat:i.::m o.f "inb:>rn'' or uhereditary'' attitudes in ind:i.-
vidual and social life. An extreme formulation of this beha-
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v:torist concept can be found in William Br:::>wn 1 s 11 War and the Psy 
chol:::>gical C:::>ndltions ":)f Peace," L":)nd":)n 1942. 
We have applied the term 11 extreme 11 t o characterize this 
viewpoint, because it represents a ":)nBsided and rather superfi-
cial part of the behaviorist school as distinct from Dewey, All 
port, Young, et. al. In European social science, this extreme 
viewpoint has often been confused with behaviorism as such and 
was the cause for much disregard. There is a basic trend ":)f op 
timism, typical for American philosophy, in the behavi orist's 
way of thinking . He does not accept any insurmountable obstacle~ 
in the path wh ich leads to the perfection of s ociety, nor does 
he ad mi t ":)f any difficulties to a final mathematical approach to 
the study of public opinton. If there is something wrong with 
the mechanism of society, it can be fixed, just as the engineer 
repairs a defective engine. 
d) S imilar to t h e Frenc~ schools of social psychology, American 
behav~ orlsm attribu tes an eminent role t:::> th.e suggest. lb~lity 'Jf 
the crowd and to such fact:::>rs as imitation, suggestion, and so-
cial facilitation. Howev~r, it emphasizes again the importance 
of the individual as well as t he limits facing a leader who 
attempts to s ub.iect.the mass to his suggestion. F . H. Allport6 
d":)es n":)t believe in the vicissitudes of the crowd as such, ass":) 
many European writers have done . A demogogue can hardly divert 
the crowd from its orig inal intentions. Allport discards for 
instance Le Bon's viewpoint of the storming of the Bastille as 
having been an outburst of the ncollective mind," or the "crowd 
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impulses." Allp::>rt says: 
"The individual in the cr::>wd behaves just as he 
w::>uld behave alone, ::mly more s::> (italics by 
AJ J.port) • " 
And the relati::>n ::>~ t h e c~owd t::> the leader is explained by him 
in t he f::>llowing w::>rds: 
ncr::>wd members are suggestible in the hands 'Jf a 
leader; but the sugge sti::>n must always be in the 
dlrecti::>n ::>:f s::>me compelling resp::>nse ::>f t h e in-
dividuals. n? 
(Al l officia l Na zi id e'Jl'Jg ies n::>twithstanding , Hi t ler knew this, 
and has made g o::>d use 'Jf it).- Since the emergence ::>f behavior-
ism, i ndividual psych::>l'Jgy and pers::>na l. it y s tud ies :f::>rm the ba-
s1s ::>f Ameri can social psychol::> gy. 
e) F::>r the behavi::>rist, public ::>pini::>n is +;h ::>ught ::> f as "s::>c l aJ. 
projecti::>n, '' ste mm ing fr::>m t he "illusion of universality". 8 
These terms, which have become t he standard equipment of many 
cont emporary writers ::>n the pr::>blem ':>f communicati::>ns, espec2.al-
l y the critics of t h e press, imply tha t the basic emphasis lies 
with the indi vidual and h is personal reacti':>n to the crucial 
issues of the day. But the p::>lling methods wh ich der l ve largely 
f rom behavi::>rism, have not always foll':>wed this pre mise in the 
log ical way, i.e. a thorough analysis ':>f the individual i n ter-
viewees as a basis for questioning. Allport says: 9 
11 Psych::>l::>gically speaking , 'the public' means to 
an individual an ima g ined crowd in wh ich (as h e 
believes) cer t ain opinions, f eelings , and ::>vert 
reacti::>ns are universal. V~bat these responses 
are imagined to be is determined by the press, 
by rum::>r, and bv s oc1.a 1 · ·pr::> 5 ec t i ::>n. 
(we w ou1d n ::>w say: by t he combi ne d func ti ::>n ing 
of the media ':>f mass c::>mmun :lcati. ::>n, H.R.). Im-
pressed bv some bit o~ oubl1 c oron _ a_p:anda t he 
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individual assumes that the impression created 
is universal and therefore of vital consequence. 
Th•lS the impression of universality 5s exploited 
and commercialized both on t~e rostrum and in t~e 
daily press." 
Examples f'or th~. s fact ab ounr'l in our own da vs, where poJ_i -
tlca 1 pr-opa 9;anna and commerci.al advert1sln p; , making 11se of' all 
media of comm,micat.ion, have largely utilized t~is "illusion of 
universality" combined wlth the suggesti:m of' fear of non-con-
formity. 
A most extreme example of the consc i enttons use e>f this 
11 i llnsie>n e>f nnivers a lity" for the purpe>se of pernicious poli-
ti ca 1 actt e>n i n a probably nnequaled fe>rm e>ccurred in e>ur own 
personal experience. On November 9, 10, 11 and later i n 1938, 
the Nazi pe>gre>ms a gatnst Jews in !1ermany te>ok place fe>r the firs , 
evident dur tn c; the[ time on a universal scale. It has now bece>me 
~nvesti gatic>ns at. the Nuremberg trials, that the s:;~called 'spe>n-
tanee>us 1 assaults, the burnings of syna gogues, etc., which hap-
pened durin g those Ne>vember days, were minutely organlzed before~ 
hand and \.,'er e carrted out by commanc'le> troops of' the SA and the 
ss. 
However, on the evening of November 10, at the height of 
the pogre>ms, propa ganda minister Goebbels spoke in the follo'.!l!ing 
terms e>ver all stattons of the German radio: 
"Everywhere :tn t l-t e countT>:r the German people have 
spontanee>us1y ar i sen i n an nnderstandable wave CJf' 
f'nry e ga l ns t t he Jews who are res pons lble f::>r the 
murder of v~n Rath (the German a ttache at the 
Paris Embassv who had been shot a week bePore bv 
a ,Tew :i. sh s tud_en t) • Synagogues :have been burnt · 
tn every place, J ewish shops have been visited 
and t he piled-up treasures of age-long Jewish 
ro bberies have been iustly redistT'ibuten amon.e: 
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the pe~ple. The Fuehrer wants, h:nvever, that 
these uncontrolled acts should cease. We shall 
punish the ,Jews b;,r our own measures. 11 
Goebbels dwelt at lenr;+-.h on the details of' what "the ':11Hsses of 
the i ndignant German people" had don~ ln +;-.,e1r uncterstan0ab1e 
anger to the tTews em N::nrember 9th and lOth. 
This was an extremely clever propa g anda nevice, with the 
"illusion of un i versality11 designed to incite large nnmbers of 
peop1e to unlawful actions and mass ~rimes. Goebbels' hint was 
not t.o be misu.ncterstood . 11 If they did it :tn o t her c i ties," the 
German man-in-the - street mi ght say to h l.mse1f, why not start a 
little acti:>n r~ ght here; and the or e;anized Nazi SQ'J.ads were ~n 
ha nd to supp ort thts urge for action, t;h1J_s giving th~ tmpressie>r 
that: really "+;he people" had ar~. sen a f:r,alns+- the ,Tews, and not. ar 
or gani zed party g~oup. On Nove~ber 11, this t:rtck, whtch was at 
+-.he same time a cleverly shrouded alibi of the Nazi r; overnment 
te>wards th.e demCJcra~tic :>utside we>rld, had its :tmmedia+-e resnlt~. 
It was nCJt unt:il that day that large parts o.f +:he unorgan lzed 
German population tCJok parts in the a~ts of want::m c1estru~ti:m. 
" P'J.blic opini::m11 ts fe>r the behaviorist the moderate 
average opinion <Jf the majority <Jf th e p<Jpulace at the large 
middle part <Jf the probability curve; tt is, as S1J.Ch, an 11 un-
:)r ganlzed form 'Jf soctal c<Jntrol;" 10 in <Jt"h.er w<Jrds, it ts 
"merely the ce>llec:tl<Jn 'J.f individual <Jpini<Jns.nll Crowd-
like contr:>l <Jf prlvate opini<Jn 11 t h rough the press and <Jther 
media is, i n AJ.lpCJrt's view, "one <Jf the m<Js t serious evils <Jf 
Ame ~ ican demo~racy. 1112 Here, the 11 ilJ.us:ton <Jf un~versality," 
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although by itself a neu t ral factor in opinion formation, is 
I 
' he ld to produce evil results only. 
f) In line with the remarks sub a) and d), the concept of 
"Institutional Beha vi or," as expounded by F . H. ~llport and 
adopted afterwards by most of the American behav i or i st writers, 
is an a tt empt to analyze institut ions 1<md organizations in so-
ciety from the behavior . of the individual. The key to the unde -
standing of modern society at large is the reduction to inter-
hnman relat1onships of institutional patterns. Allport discuss,s 
them in his book, g iving examples of American social liv i ng in 
politics, party mac hine, etc. We mention this part of b e h avior 
ist sociology only because it is of importance for a scientif ic 
cr i ticism of Gallup's pol l ing method and Gallup's general theor . 
Allport writes: 
ttThe di.sconcerting conclusion at wh ich we now 
a r rive is that owing to t he log ic of' their de-
f inition, the publics, whose chaotic disorgani-
zation the auth or deplores, really cannot be 
integrated at all. There is no way of reaching 
ind i vidual self-expression through a Great Com-
munity, so long as we put our f aith in the or-
ganization of the pub lics of the Great Society. 
The trouble with publics and with institutions 
is t hat t h ey are, and must be, groupings based 
upon partial inclusion.nl3 
Th e log ical conclusion of this viewpoint, drawn by Allpor 
himself , VD uld be the d l ssolut ion of the entire pattern of so-
c ·i a1 or gan i_zation i nto a single, ind i vidual relationships. As 
far as our problem of public opinion is concerned, t h is stand-
point has a bearing on t he problem of eduction through mass 
media and t h e gene ral use of' co mmunications to ra i se the J_evel 
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14 ~f understanding ~f the individual. 
s~me m~dern Eur~pean writers have als~ attempted t~ sh~w 
that it is imp~rtant t~ g ~ back t~ the smallest p~lltical cell 
• i..n s ~c tety, namely the family, the nei ::r,hb ~rh~~d gr~up ~r the 
• 
s mall c~mmrmity, in ~roer +:~heal many ~f the sh~rtc om:tng s ~ n 
the s~cial b~dy ~f the super-states of ~ur time an d the pattern 
of opinion formation created by t he c ommercialized mass medla. 
Allport, ::m hi s part, emphasizes t "h.e necessity of f'ace - to-face 
relati::mships ~f free citizens who have tmmedia te and dlrect 
~pportunity of' active participati~n in the 'molding ~f pol t tical 
life and V'.rh ~ know personally the men that are entrusted with 
public leadersh1p.l 5 This, in Allport 's view, is the way t~ 
~vercome the dangers ~f the "unseen environment" as Walter Lipp 
mann has described it. A Swiss writer, cited by Reiwald, 16 
.Alfred Gasser, has emphasized in his b~~k "Gemeindefre ihei t als 
Rettung Europas," Basle 1944, the p~litical effect of the :fight 
a gainst t he gr::>wing bureaucracy through a re-establishment ::>f 
face-te> -face rela t:t~nships . Al lp~rt ::m his part, puts me>re 
s tJ"es s ::m the de vel opmen t of tl:le :i nd j_,rtdna 1 pers~n who, under 
the pressure of a gigantic organizati~n and the institu t l~nal 
thinking which it pr~ duces, is practically excluded fr~m a r eal 
part l cipation i.n c~mmunity life. His opin i ~ns are made "'or him, 
n~t by him • 
1 cr. T-I~race M. Kallen, article "Behaviorism" l n ESS, ed. 1930, 
vol. II, p. 498 . 
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2 Horace M. Kallen, loc. ctt., p. 495. 
3cf. El lis Freeman, "con~1ering the man in t~e s t reet," New 
York 1 940; a l so Reiwald, p. 389. 
4 Th e University or North Carolina Pres s , 1933; cf. p. 13; als 
his sharp analysis of American public opinion in relation to thE 
Sacco and Vanzetti case, in the essay ".Ju stice t a k es its course n 
·-
pp . 106 ff., where the same sound cr:i.ticism is brought out. 
5 New York 1930; cf. footnote p. 60. 
6 rn h is ''S ocial Psychology," 1924. 
7
op. cit. p. 295. 
8 This j11portant concept is elab ora ted by Allport i n h is "So-
cial Psychology," pp. :50 8 -309 . 
9 loc. c tt . 
lOAllport, loc. cit. 
11 A1.1port, Social Psychology p . 396. 
1 2 Ibid. 
13op. ctt. p. 100. 
1 4 Ed gar Dale '.s article 11 Psych ology of Communicatlon by Plc-
ture , 11 i n Cl',W p. 66 , points in this d irec tt on. 
15Here lies t h e basic 1ralue of many present uforums,'' for 
i nsta nce the "Town Meeting of t he Air." 
16 
op. cit. p . 411. 
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(2) 
Evaluation 
American behaviorism which has led t~ s~ manv c~ncrete re l 
sults in indlvidual and s~cial psvchalogv, d:::les, howevAr, not a de-
. ·~ .. pr '"'blem se- ~ quately cover t he question of public opinion. A J of' 
mantic analysis enters t he picture. 11 0pinlon" in Uself ls not 
"behavior," and yet most behaviorists appear to have silently 
agreed on this faulty pre mise. 1 
Behavior is expression, in this case it is the expression 
of an opinion. The opinion may extst and does exist wi th::mt beJng 
expressed, it may even exert influence and pressure without being 
articulate in an y ~vert form. In other words, when we sample 
and anal~ze the expressions ~f opinion, we must c:::lnsider the 
factor or factors behi_nd them, wh ~ch are of' a snb_iect:tve psych:)-~ 
1C)g ,c a 1 nature. In t h is area belong f'C)r 1.nstance all the deu-
tero contexts related to the c~nstant impressions which we re-
ceive from t he modern media of mass communication, snch as ~Jfar-
2 garet Mead has analyzed. 
Such inart~culate opinions play C)bvionsly an important 
role in t he process C)f conditioning C)f our attitudes and behavio 
but they ar e not behavior themselves. The residue C)f den tero 
c::mtexts left by every medium of communications has already in-
fluenc e d and more or less channelled the buying beha vi C)P of a 
great pa rt of the population that finds itself CC)ntinuousl y ex-
p osed tC) al.l kinds :>f advertisement appeals, re gardless ~f the 
fact whether t hese a ppeals have been reacted upon fav:>ra b l y :>r 
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unfav'Jrab1y. The mAre fact 'Jf c'Jntinned exp'Jsu.re is the lmpor-
tant p'Jint in the issue 'Jf c'Jnditi'Jning. 
Opinl'Jn is n'Jt behavior. Behav~ 'Jristic criteria do n'Jt 
• necessarily apply to 'Jp in i'Jn factors. Albig has exp~essed this 
criticism i n very clear terms at the hand of an example: 
1 
"If ten pe'Jple say t hat they d'J n'Jt like Italians, 
that is an expression 'Jf 'Jpinion. We may rec'Jrd 
that expressi'Jn ::m any type 0f detailed test that 
has been created. But the reas0ns f0r that dis-
ltke may be S'J varied and diverse that :tn a changlng 
situation one of those ind~. v~. duals may change h~s 
'Jpin J on statement wj thin an h'Jur _, whereas an other 
h'Jlds t 0 h~s p'Jslti'Jn f'Jr a Jifetime. The rec'Jrd 
'JP opini'Jn statements is a rec'Jrd or behavi'Jr, but 
that is s tmply a starting point f'Jr the descrip-
tion 'Jf the opini'Jn process. T'J problaim, as does 
the behavi'Jrist, that he is C'Jncerned 'Jnly with . 
overt verbal behavi'Jr in this field i s t'J depart 
very far fr'Jro science, which is the oescrlption 
~~~ . 
of reality. 
cP. Albig, 'Jp. cit. pp. 4-5. 
2 cf. Ma r garet 11r!ead, 11 S'Jme Cul tura 1 Appr'Jaches to C ommun i ca-
t i 'JD, II MC pp. 304 ff. 
3Albig, 'Jp. cit. pp. 4-5. 
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(3) 
Walter Lippmann 
Walter Lippmann, who is today more noted as a columnist 
than as a political scientist, has set t he pace for t~e develo p 
ment of American th inking in relation to the specific pr oblem 
of pnblic op i nion. Hi s boo k on the topi c appeared as early as 
1922 and was once regarded as a classic. 
Lippmann denie s , like the behaviorists, the existence of 
a mass-so1.1l that would serve as an explanation f'or the common 
action a nd t h e cons en s us of' the people. A complicated pattern 
of rsycholog ical reactions, re mQva ls and re-arrangements make 
f'o r t;~e lmpressions ret.a-t.ne<'l b:r t '•e t;r,_e h11man mas s, bnt sti..ll 
Lippmann has to re sc:lrt t Q such concepts as ''suggestion, 11 and 
"suggestibility" in order to explain crowd beha ·vi or. 'rhe crowd 
according to Lippmann, is not an organ t srh, becanse it is per-
manently exposed to suggestion; for instaDce, t he crowd is un-
able tc:l evaluate news objectively. The reception of news b y th 
crowd is re gulated according tQ certain stereotypes that are 
alreadv prepared in t he human mind. 
One 'Jf t he nndtsputed merits Qf Lippmann's work is his 
eJaboratJ. ::m o.f' the CQncept of nsymbol.n This was a new step in 
our fleld. The s ymbc:ll reduces to a co mmon denominator the dif-
ferent feelings and thoughts of diferent individuals. Symbols 
have to be changed according to relative situations. L . shows 
how, with the use Qf symbols, b1.gger an<'l bi f?; ger crowds can be 
~a +-h~re" a:ronnd a J.eader . 'J'he s :rmboJ t.h,ls assumes more an<'l m()r 
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general me aning , at f irst at the expense 'Jf the intellectual 
and finally als'J 'Jf the af f ective c'Jherence 'Jf the gre>up as 
such. 11he symb'Jl itself is 11 tab'Je>, 11 it has t'J be pr 'Jtected 
a gainst criticism if it is t'J be effec tive. 
Lippmann presents an elab'Jrate criticism 'Jf s ymb 'Jls, such 
as were used at the time ';)f his writing by American and Eur'Jpea 
p 'J l~tlcal leaders. In readin g L. 1 s W';)rk te>day, however, we im-
medtatelv notice t h e absence 'Jf a serie>us eff'Jrt a t semantic 
treatment 'J f .the matter. Semantic discipline has by now bec'Jme 
an invaluable and indispensable part 'Jf me>dern thinking, espe-
cially in relati'Jn t';) our pr'Jblems ';)f public C>pinie>n and c'Jm-
munications. Lippmann did n'Jt wrlte wtth th is in mind. N'J 
W'Jhder then, that ';)De Qf' h is critics, the se manticist Stuart 
Chase, ha s tra cked dovvn Lippmann'.s langua g e itself. 1 
Lippmann has described the hierarchy which exists wjthin 
democrat i c s'Jciety with its pattern 'Jf material depende ncies. 
But he d';)es ne>t, as ma ny 'Jf the Europeans, differentiate betwee 
primi tive and advanced crowds 'Jr masses, between crowd and mob 
situations. Aside fr'Jm such ';)Utspoken anti-dem'Jcratic writers 
as Le B'Jn, even an influential 8-;)cial~Democratic and 'Jrth ode>x 
Marx ist theoretic ian 1 ike Karl I\.auts ky thought that the "his-
t'Jrica1. mlssi::m of' the mass'' was "des t ructive.ll Llppma nn's 
main C'Jnsideration is the fact t hat t he cr 'Jwd is unfit for ac-
t ion in most part s ';)f s'Jcial life. But . Lippmann, to'J, sees in 
the leader t he all-impC>rtant f ig;ure, wh'J al::me is abl e t'J ma p 
'Jut a prC>gra m, and from thls pe>int there is ::mly a small st.ep 
t e> the serie>us b l e>w, dealt te> all pseudo-ce>ncepts 'Jf deme>cratic 
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freedom, as Lippmann has d:m e in the pages of " Pub lic Opinion." 
Since its publication ~ whole series of more fa ctual, statistic 1-
ly founded works ::>n such problems as communication monopolies, 
censorsh ip, etc., have come out, which make ''Puh11c Opinion" al 
most as purely theoretical for the contemporary American studen 
as a lectur e of the c 1assi.ca1 Eur opean wor k s on the sub ject. 
Lippmann's concept of the "unseen envir onment," the material 
dependence upon the leader or the leading group, as well as 
censorship by the leader are a series of factors which deny the 
free forma~ion of public opinion. 
But - and t h is is a characte r ist ic poin t in Lippmann's 
entire argumentation - in the last resort t h e sound reason of 
society as a whole breaks through all the barriers of this un-
seen environment," overcomes the difficul t ies imposed by mono-
poly and censorsh ip. In the same vein, Lippmann has described 
the role of the pres s and the charact eri s tics of mod ern publ ics 
2 in g eneral. He makes an attempt to limit to a sound de gree the 
expectations and the demands which are put up t o the press in 
it s re>1e as the ins t rumen t. t o bring about t h e mat e r i a1izati on of 
the democratic i deal. 
Desp ite many e>f L ippmann's criticisms o.f p1Jblic opinion as 
it e xis ts in Ame rica, we cannot fail to notice that he , e s pecial 
ly in hi s later works such as nus Foreign Policy'' (1 943) and nTh !, 
Go od Societyn (1 937) shares with t he ma .bri ty of the American 
writers the undiminished f aith in the ''fn ndame ntal wisdom of the 
p e ople" as Jefferson has ca l led lt . It mlght appear that Lipp-
mann a t times i s bi t ter in h is c r·iticism of the shor t com:l.ng s of_ I 
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democratic society, and thst this criticism is similar to that 
expressed by the European social psychol ogists. I Yet this is no ' 
so. A boolf. lHce L~ Bon's nLa Psycl:lologi e des Foules, " most :re-
presentative wor k of European social criticism, questions the 
very life and vitality of modern mass society and as s uch could 
very well have become a theoretical preface to Eur opean nlhi-
lism. Lippmann, however, believes unfailir:Q.y i n a strong, 
living, democratic public. 
1 
In Stuart Chase, 11 The 1'yranny of Words," New York 1938, pp . 
373 ff.; cf. also Rej_wald, p. 357. -
2cr. his book "The Phantom Public,n New York 1925. 
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( 4) 
George Gallup and the Polling ::>f Public Opinion 
Ge::>rge Ga l lup, who comes from the behav 1orist school, 
shares with it many of its achievements and all of its scien-
t~ fie sh ::>rtcomtngs. Wl1en he started his T'esearch which led to 
the development of h is polling mebhod, he was str::>ngly nnder 
the impr•essi::>n o.f the technical i.mp::>ssibility of a direct demo-
crat l c system ::> f v::>ting and participati::>n of the t ndividual :i.n 
public affairs without intermediaries. He took over where F. 
H. Allport had left off. In his "The Pulse of Democracy," 
Gallup ctt es James Bryce who had been impressed by the state of 
af.fa irs ln Switzerland where the incHv idua 1 c 1 t izen c: oul d, much 
m::>re th an in America, ac tively participate in the government of 
his co~mt.ry th r::>ugh the socall.ed re .ferendum. Thts system, of 
course, mi ght be pos sible in a small c::>un try like Swltzerland, 
but it was unfeasible in m::>dern America with its mi l l ions ::>f 
people dispersed over a vast area. Bryce in h is time had made 
the sugges tl on t:) send unprejudiced observers 'ln to the communi-
ties, nei ghborhoods, etc., in order to gather inf ormatt::>n about 
the tenden c ies and att itudes of the people. He emphas i zed the 
need f or direct conversation with the people. 
Gallup and Rae wanted to follow t h is course. They at temp -
ted both to measure public opinion as well as t o create an i n-
strument wh ereby the people can express themselves freely on the 
controversj_al issues of day. In other wcn•ds, they did not onl y 
want to measure am record, but they also wl shed t::> educate the 
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people toward "more democracy." This was the state or arfa!rs 
shortly bef'ore World Viar II, 20 years after Walter Lippmann had 
written that the political writer of America either nwants t o 
tame public opinion or to obey it." 
T"Jday, Gallup's i nstitutes all over the world, and the 
surveys of many othe r po ll ing or ganiza ti ons, the Crossl.eys, 
Ropers, etc. have set the stand ards f or a research method that 
1s here t o stay, regardle ss of the fact that it h as evoked much 
"'d'JlAnt cr it.i c :1 s!n and that ~t ls stlll n ot ~a tcen completely 
ser ious by many out standing men in sc i ence and public l ife. 
We do not need to enga g e here in a description of Gallup' 
s everal polls, his the orie s of cross sampling and h i s metho0s 
of cornput :i. n g q11est i onna i res and org a n izing polls . F or ::mr pur-
p oses it s u f'fices t o a n a lyze the role of thi s p ol.l!ng ~e thod 
within t-,he general fr amework of soc i al sc~ence. The poll, fu r-
thermore, works on the assumpt ion that the direction of public 
opin i on a n d i ts c h anges c an be recorded b y con tinuous sampling 
of the p opulace. The empha s ts is here on "d i rec tt on, 11 be cau se 
the poll h as never at tempted t o say anythin g ab'Jut the intensit 
'Jf public opini'Jn on a ny g iven issue. Thi s is a S'Ju rce of much 
mi s u ndersta ndi n g t n the 1.n terpreta t ion of polling result s, wher~ 
quanti t ative meas urements are taken t 'J i nfer qualittative data. 
'T''-1e cross secti on 'Jf' t !le p opulation i n a gt ven example becomes, 
t h en the ma t erial 'JUt of whi ch, according t o the mathemat j cal 
laws of probabili ty , the forecast is being c 'Jns tructed. Until 
now, only overt verbal behavior has been t a ken into account by 
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Gallup and the other polling methods. 
The polls themselves, and their use or misuse by newspa-
pers and publicity men, have been the issue of many heated dis-
cu s s i ons. The pro's and con's present good arguments, but in 
our general picture and in comparison with the European situa -
tion it might be of relevance to point to the fact that a few 
of Gallup 's earlier results, such as described in his "Pulse of 
Democracy," have been a definite achievement by providing a sta 
tistical basis for certain socio-psychological characteristics 
that have been the cornerstone of American democracy since .Jef-
ferson's days. Without a basic confidence in the opinion of th . 
public, , be it in the election of candidates or in its stand on 
other political issues, democra cy cannot function. What is 
more, all attempts to educate the public towards a higher level 
of understanding must out of necessity be inspired by this con-
fidence. The education of the public must contain B.s its ele-
mentary principle the trust in the public's moral for ce- just 
as in indi vidual e duc ation no pedagogical success is possible 
without the basic confidence in the individua ~s moral force . 
'rhis holds true despite all mistakes and shortcomings, all the 
areas of ignorance, t h e detection of wh ich is one of the few 
things which even the most vehement opponents of polling con-
cede to the pollsters. 
If the individual is apathetic towards public issues, he 
has to be educated in the direction of a nore active participa -
tion . Democracy 's failure in countries s uch as Weimar Germany, 
was caused in no small measure by this. The emotionaJ, lgnoran , , 
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inarticulate cr~wd has t~ be educated towards an active, alert, 
and intelligent public. F~r this purpose al~ne, an oplnton 
measurement in the f ~r m of a poll can be a positive c~ntributio • 
But the assumption that pub1.ic ~pinion p~lls themselves, 
s u ch as they have been practised in the United States, can pro-
m~te aut~matically a better dem~cracy is not at all justified . 
The excepti~nally small participation ~f ~e American pu blic in 
the presidential electl::ms ~f N~vember 1948, despite, so t~ 
speak, extensive p~ l lings ~f all s~rt, is a clear proof to the 
contrary. 1 Lindsay Rogers, wh~se b~~k "The Pollsters" is not 
free of rnisinterpretati~ns and exa ggerations itself, has never-
t,.,eless correctly po'Lnt e d +;~ thls very ·T. mp~rtant fact. 2 
Qallup's Porecasting has been most successful where the 
electi~n ~f candidates was c~ncerned; in ~ther w~rds, with 
sharply dich~t~mous stands on personalities, not s~ much ~n 
is sues. For present-day opinion s tnd ies, the 1a t ter ar c m11c 11 
more tmp:::>rtant, h~wever . Stands on issues for publlc opini~n. 
They aJso f~rm the essence ~f democracy. Maj~rity votes for 
personalities tb.Bt happen t~ be cand idates at a certain time 
are tnteresting, but democrati c g ~vernment w~rks through a con-
stant compromise between competing forces rather than by maJorit~ 
vote on pers~nal ittes alone. Lindsay Rogers, the class!cal an-
ta g ::mist of p:::>lling, has already in 1£41 put f~:rt1.'1 t h is argument 
3 
a g a :i.nst Gallup . And Paul Lazarsfeld, in his posttive crit:i.cism 
of Gallup, has br~ught out this p~int and used it in his Elmira 
pr>~b~ect as we11 as ln earlier s tudies~ w"here the que st l::m :T.ng 
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~n p~litical issues was clearly intr~c'luced int~ the p~llin p.; 
meth~d ant'l the "yeses" ~r "n~es t' ~f the interviewees were tabu-
lated at the h and ~f thetr p~siti~n in the 11 is sue" picture. 4 
I n ~ur final chapter we have attempted t~ :tntegrate these p~int 
~f criticism in a m:::>re c~mplete evaluati~n :::>f :::>pini~n measure-
men t. -
The quest:i:::>n whethe r t h e cr~ss-secti~n test d~es actually 
measn'!"e thls s:::>metrd.n g whlch Gallup c.s. ch:::>:::>se t:::> call "p,1bllc 
~pin1:::>n," i n the str 1ctly scientific sense ~r meas1~e me nt, 
seems t~ be answered in the affirmative by t he newly re f ined 
sampling te ch niques ~f which the I~wa c~nferenc e gave pr:::>~f . 
H:::>wever, all these achievements n~twithsta n d~ng, the "why" ~f 
~pini:::>n is still n~t answered b y the p~ll. N:::>r is the grade ~f 
em:::>tional participati~n in public being assessed. H~w strongly 
people fe el "f~rtt ~r "Against" a certain candidate :::>r a part1-
cular issue is 'J f n:::> less imp:::>rtance f:::>r the tm:::>wledge :::>f P'Jbli< j 
op1ni:::>n than t.he per ce nta ge :::> f the actual nyeses" :::>r no e s." 
None of the p:::>lling methods c:::>ver t he pr:::>cess :::>f ::>pinion 
f:::>rmulat:t:::>n, n or do they study the reasons f :::>r opini:::>n changes. 
As a result, we have t:::> infer these fact:::>rs :::>urselves, in c:::>n-
necti:::>n with the o:::>m®Inications situati:::>n i n every par ticular 
case . Thes e outside fa c t:::>rs can never be c:::>ntr:::>lled ~r measurec 
sc 'tenti_fi.ca1.1y. C'Jnsequentl:r , t h e pnblic c:::>mes t:::> i.nt.erpret th~ 
p:::>lls in it s own wa y , qu ite unc'Jntr:::>lla b le by the pollsters. 
Und:::>ub tedly , semantic fact:::>rs play an imp:::>r tant r:::>le in t.he in-
terpretation of polling r esults, too.5 
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This is in n :> c:>nnect:i. :>n with naJ. lup's si i ght l ~r hi gh e r err:>r 
margin at that election forecast. The fact itself that th is 
time the extensive p:>lls did not ~get" people to come out in 
greater numbers to cast a vote was not mentioned at all by any 
of the speakers at I:>wa. 
2 Cf. the review 'J :' this bo:>k in PQR , spring issue 1 9 49, by 
Herbert G:>ldhamer, University of Chica g o, pp. 131 ff. 
'>; 
vcf. Lindsa y R:>gers, "Do the Gallup P:>lls Measure Opinion '?11 , 
Ha rper's Ma gazine, 1 941, 183: 26; cited by Kimball Ycmng, op. 
cit. p. 454. 
4cf. Lazarsfeld 1 s paper "Should P:>litical Porecasts b e made," 
P&PO, p p . 278 ff. 
5J. D:>nald Adams, the New Y:>rk Times Book Review staff wr i ter 
has rec ently declared his indebtedness t:> Lindsay R:>gers, u •••• 
whose "The P :>llsters 11 blew such a refreshtng wind over the 
miasma created by the samplers of p ub lic opinion." Cf. New 
York Times Book Review, January 22, 1950, p. 2. 
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CHAPTER III 
MODERN WR I'I'ERS AND T HE CLARIF I CATI ON OF 'l1HE CONCEPT 
"PUBLIC OPINION" 
"Public opinion is the highest form of collective 
a t titude." 
Wl th th :i.s word of L . L. Be-rnard in mind, we sha 11 now 
at~empt t o present a synthesis, based on some of the principles 
which modern writ ers on t he subject of public opinion have cla-
rifled. L. L. Bernard sa ys in connection with the above cita-
tion: 
11 Its function 1.n the collect i ve con t rol process 
is analogous t o tm t of the intellectual (verbal-
ized) attitudes in the individual adjustment pro-
cess. In the latter, the higher and more abstract 
types of attitude are a part of the process of cri-
ticism and reorganization of unsatisfac t ory ex-
periences in t h e overt plane . In the collective 
adjustmen t situation it is public opinion wh ich 
serves to criticize a nd reorganiz e , or sometimes 
to rational i ze and justify the existing collective 
a t t i tudes • 11 
11 
••• .A freauent source of error here (in the few 
be ginnings of measurement mention ed by the author, 
M.R.) has been the substitution of t he measurement 
of verbalized attitudes for the measur ement of the 
t o t al set of attitudes, including the overt and the 
emotional. Such a procedure frequently emphasizes 
::me's crit ical attitudes, or what one thinks :me 
sh ould do, rather wh at one wt11 and can do. L:tke-
wi.s e stu.dents of public opinion 'Jften reveal col-
lectjve l deals and rat :i onalizations rather than 
fundamental social att itudes and tendencies, which 
are rooted in the organic sets, traditions and cust~rils ':)f the people."l 
I t is a curious fact t hat neither in this nor in any othei 
article in t he 1949 ( t) edition of the Encycl':)ped t a of the G::>-
cial Sciences mention is bein g made of the elaborate measurement 
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and ce>mmunications studies' that have been carr ied :m :tn this 
country f::>r the last 15 years. Yet some of the remarks by L.L. 
Bernard, cited in the paragraphs above, present a vduab]e cri-
teri:m f ::>r ou:r clariftcati::>n ::>f the c::>ncept 'Jf public ::>pinl::>n 
and a constructive criticism of measurement meth::>ds. Bernard's 
ar t'cle has the same purport as tlLe genera ] tendency ::>f the 
I::>wa report, name l y an emphasis 'Jn m::>re inc l usive , ino~vidual 
questioning i nstead 'Jf t}le p'Jlling methods hithert::> 11sed . 
In view of tlLe dlscussi::>n ab::>ut the value ::>f ::>pin:i.::m p ollf, 
it se ems necessary t ::> stress the c::>mb-ination ::>f fact ::>rs which 
togethe r in f'luence public opini::>n and which are c::>nstantly sur-
r:mnding it. P o1_1ing critlcs have often p::>tnted ::>ut that it is 
,m ,iust if' ied to is ola te ::>pini::>n f'act::>rs f ro m the entire persona-
l i ty st:-rnct.ure :tn the tnoivloual, apn -~"r::> m t'J.e soc:ta1 str,1cture 
in gr ::>up life. These critics maintain, therefore, that it 1 s 
meaningless to speal{ of' "cl::>se pred3cti::>n, 11 e'ren when the elec-
tion results sh'Jw only a slight difference from t he po 111 ng 
forecast. 
'
1Every detailed opinion i s part o-r a larger fPame 
'Jf' reference that lnclunes a wh::>le series ::>f de-
mands, fa c tua 1 expec ta ti ons, . and pers ::>na 1 or g roup 
loyalties. Our p::>ssibility of underst and ing and 
c::>ntr::>1ling opi.nion depends np::>n O') r insjght2 int::> t':-le s ignificant features ::> f this structure." 
The pol ls of Gallup, Cr::>ssley, R::>per, etc. de> n::>t aim at 
an analysis of those fact::>rs at all, however ref1ned their 
sampling methods may be. Th e y cann::>t, therefore, be i n terpreted 
\ 
as full ::>pinion s t udies. At the Iowa c::>nference, f::>r i nstance, 
the re 1 \ias n::>t ::>ne speaker wh ::> could prove any sort of measurable 
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ce>rr e J a ti ::m b etwe en sampling facte>rs On area sampling , f:::>r i n-
stance) an d t h e m~tivatie>ns of t he individual wh o holds a par-
t icular opinle>n e>r who casts a particular vote in the ballot. 
The reason why he reacts in such and su ch a way ha s not been 
found as yet. What i s m'Jre, polling te st.s have hltheret :::> ab-
s t alned from an effort at s u ch an investi_g at: i 'Jn. Where ver t h e y 
have been misint e rpreted and wherever the y have been o:i.scre cH te<' 
- a poin t 'Jf much ar :r:;lJ ment after the presir<ential electi'Jns in 
N'Jvember 1948 - the reas'Jns lie partly :tn this wr'Jn g concepti'Jn 
I 'Jf pub l ic :::>pini:m as a non -complex, one-dtmensi'Jnal fjeld. 
Even i f the err'Jr marg in in predbtion is l~ w - and i t is 
re mar kabl y low - t he fact remains t h a t t h e p~l J. in g res u lts, as 
nsed by the p r ess, are misunderstood by t.re pnbltc, because t h e 
are presen ted t o mean S'Jme+:hing qnlte r\H'ferent from what t .he y 
actu ally i nrl i cate. 
Nume r'Jus wr:t t ers have stressed t h e necessity f~r a m~re-
dimensional ano more intensive form of questioning , pl''S a 
t h ore>ugh psychological analysis of t h e 1riteruiewees. Th~s is 
t h e point where, in 'JUr opinion, a synthesis of' t h e American 
qu anti ta ti ve method wi t h the European qual ita +:i ve approach c:::>ulc 
be most useful f or f urther research i n publ1 c op !.n 1 on, .h:ts t as 
u seful as it has been f:::>und in the new s~ciolo gical s tudtes on 
gr'Jup dynamics, etc. The relatively early research method of 
3 Murphy and Likert, who termed it t he "open-end l ntervlew, 11 and 
t he panel meth od,4 have both worked in that direction. It is 
significant t ha t t h e most positive r e sults in ~pinion studies 
were reached when this synthesis or co mbination of methods was 
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C:)nsci:::msly applied. The fact that these results did not re-
ceive the same pFblicity as Gallup's polls d:)es not count in 
itself, since they have served an entirely different purpose. 
Yet how useful these studies were can best be illustr~ted by an 
example. We are referring to the article "Assessing Pn.bl ic 
Opinion in a Disl :)cated Com®lnity," by Lieutenant Alexander H. 
5 Lei g1-Jt-on and As sociates. T11.is experiment:al study was caT·ried 
out i.n the Rel:)cat~::m Center, Southern Ari zona, with thepurp os . 
:)f assisting the development of administrative techniques in 
:)Ccupied territ::>ries. The report describes the met:he>ds used as 
follows: 
1) General observation 
a) Se!!timents expressed by worn and act ion 
b ) Ch·cumstances under which these occurred 
c) Emoti onal tones and lmp11.catt ons ::>f the princi -
pal persons expressing and r~sponding to the 
sentiments 
d) What kind of people were involved? 
e) What happened as a result? 
2) Intensive interviews (on topics of co mmun~. ty 
interest 
3 ) Collection of records (data of social significance) 
4) Pt~J. ic opinion polls ( i n co:)peration wit h instruc-
t ors of' tlte Gallup Jn s tltute ) 
5) Personallt;r st'H'l.tes. 
The focus in this probject was on: 
1) The need to nnders tand tre various groups of pe opl , 
within the co mmunity and the interact-ions between 
these groups. 
2) Types ::>f leadership change. 
3) (the made a cHstinc-
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! The 8pini8n p8ll itself in this pr8 ject was integrated in the 
qualitative analysis wher e ver feasible. Thus reduced to sen-
sible proporti8ns, a clear picture could be gi ven i.n the case 
of this dislocated commun i ty of 11 who" was th inking 11 what 11 and 
llwhy,:r plus even 11 how strong ly." in seve ral cases. 
As another important factor in 8Ur attempt at c ]ar:ifica-
tl on · of t he concepts, we have the basic s8ciol8g ica1 distinc t ior 
between "crowd" and 11 public. 11 The Europeans, as we have seen, 
wrote about crowds almost exclusively , and even tf t h ey t ouched 
upon the subject 8f publics, their viewpoint was largely in-
fluem ed by t h eir predisposition towards crowd psychology. 
" 'J.lhe crowd i s li'l1 :t t ed , by t he leng t h to wh ich a 
voice will carry or the d tstance t hat t he eye 
can s urvey; and t he relations wh ich exist be t ween 
its membe~s are based on face- t o-face contac t s. 
The public, on the oth er hand, is co mp osed of 
i ndividuals who are not in i mme d iate contact 
and 1Nhose reactions t h erefore are 1 ikely t o be 
more deliberate. In the case of the public, 
where suggesttons are tra n smit t ed in t he .form 
of ideas, t h er e is 'con t a g ion' 'wit h out c : mtac t . 1 
Crowds at t ract and draw us i nto the circle o ~ 
their inf luence, t h e in fluence the public exer-
cises :.m t h e other hand i s felt as 1 pres sure. 1 
To th is influence, t h e individual never surrenders 
so completely, as h e does to t~ crowd attrac t ion. 
He ma y be powerfully s wa y ed by t h e c urrent of pub -
lic sen timent, but he will be a b l e t o maintain a 
certain amount of reserve and inner freedom."b 
This d i fferentiat ion makes it c l ear t hat a political s y s-
tem, containing as one of its fundamental principles t he libe rt-y 
of t h e individual - such as expressed in the Constitution of the 
United States - will produce 11 public opinion" a s the m8st essen-
tial f or m of collective behavior of its p8pulati::m. The "cer-
ta1n amount of reserve" in t h e indivioual's mind i s t r.e verv 
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f::mnda ti on "Jf ind :t vidua 1 freedom, as it permits the func ti 'Jn "Jf 
::>ur crttical faculties; and, on the ::>ther hand, it: :i..s als'J the 
very field ::>f attack f::>r the f ::>rces ::>f d::>gma ~nd p"Jlitical pr::>-
pa gan da at a l l times. Here, t"J::>, m'Jdern p"Jlitical parties ::>f 
the Eur ::>pean brand have exercised their far-reachin g inflnence. 
Robert E. Park says: 7 
"The party is (only) ::>ne ::>f t he tnstituti::>nal 
f::>rms through which public opini::>n eventuates 
in c::>llective behavior." 
'l'he "party'' :is already a f"Jrm of cr:,rstalliza t~_ on "Jf consensus, 
whether voluntarily ::>r f"Jrced, a n d. it is not on t 'l e same level 
wi th free public opin 5"Jn. These considerations are imp::>rtant 
f"Jr our understanding of t l:'e role ::>f t 'l e p"Jlitlcal par ty in 
Enrope, as far as they have impressed tll emselves u_pon the view-
point ::>f the Eur::>pean social psycholo gists. The fnncti::>n ::>f t:h€ 
party there was to c hannel a belief int'J action t h r"Jugh p ol iti -
ca l dogma, which always superseded and in most cases suppressed 
the :free f"Jrmatl::>n ano the :free expression of inrl.ividual ::>pin-
ions. The ln strnments to th l s effect ar e t lJ e party-c::>ntr· olled 
med ia of c::>mmunication. On t~ is level of socio-psycholoR1cal 
observat~on t~er e is, f::>r instance, n o basic difference between 
the extreme Bolshevist party. and t h e democratic Socialist par-
ties "Jf various shadings fr::>m t h e socio-psycho l og ical po int of 
vi ew . Th e party system as suc h bllnded the outlo::>k 'J f' many 
' Europea n s ocial sc:!entists. 
It is almost exclnsively in terms of party propa ganda that 
the pr:>blem af' mader•n apinion formation has been dealt with in 
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Europe. Ortega y Ga sset, t h e once widely read European social 
critic, directs his humanistic ar guments a gainst the mass, the 
h orde - unorganized or organized in a party - but there is not 
for him an emerging "pnbl ic," with public opin i on as one of the 
central problems of modern democracy. Since the atten t ion of 
social sc ientist s in Enrope was focused so strongly upon the 
ncrowd 11 and the relationships between mass and leader, there wa1 
always a tend ency to over-emphasize the emo ttonal depen~encies 
of the individual. These very emotional dependencies have been 
utilized by all dictators f:::lr their own purposes, but they pre-
sent a "clear and present u danger for every democracy. F ortu-
nately, the se mantic approach to social sctence can do much to 
reduce these dependenctes to a rat i onal level and to provide 
symbo1_s that are me a ningful . 
A g roup of modern Amer ican writers, with t he late Kurt 
Lewin as the most prominent among them, have attempted to prove 
that t h e democratic s ys tem by itself is a guarant ee f or sound 
leadership.8 As far as the formation of pnblic opinion and the 
two-way process of communication is c ::mcerned, we d i sagree wtth 
this assumpti::m. The existence o-r monopolies and their pattern 
of control over modern mass media has proved that ther e is no 
such a11tomat-Lc nguarantee. 11 Nor d:::les the principle of freedom 
of large-scale commercial advertising by itself create sound 
socio-psychological conditions for t h e formation of public 
opinion. 
Yet t he whole ar gument still seems largely theoretical, 
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for the sj_mple fact that an objective inqniry in the form of a 
poll or any sort af measurement would be completely j_nadmissibl . 
Even the influence of censors h ip and communication mone>polies 
can only be studied in _ a democracy, where there is at ]east a 
possibility to differentiate between a "freeu and a "censoredn 
or "monope>listic 11 sectar of mass infe>rmation. The individual 
in a te>talitarian state lives under constant mental pressure, a 
extreme case e>f which is depicted in George · Orwell 1 s novel 
"1984.n Obviously, it would be meaningless te> speak of the 
!le>pln i an" e>f the Br -it ish public nnder t'lie svstem of "Ingsac," 
_ius+; as the terms 11 op'Lnicm", Dr· "public" we>uld have ceased to 
exist i n the new langua ge Df "Newspeak." 
4 third important point is illustrated by the proble m or 
t b.e voting behavlor of th e individual. The question is: i.n ho ' 
fa r is this behavior already stabilized into an attitude (more 
specifically, a conditioned attitude)'? In othe r words: how 
closely i s ,t related to opinion factors, once t he voting beha-
vior has become hab itual? This brings us to t he auestion of 
attitude vs opinion. Walter Lippmann had already at t empted to 
s hed some light on this problem, although he was more concerned 
about its institutianal aspects .ll 
We speak, for instance, of a "traditionally Republican 
state," :::lr a "Democratic ward" in votin g analysis, despite 
~a11up 1 s recent findin gs that imitation factars play a s maller 
role than one should expect. ~hen we use such terms as ~Demo ­
cratic ward," we not ::mly refer t o past voting behavior, but we 
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since everyone agrees that: a) nan-democratic systems preclude 
a priori t h e very possibility far free publlc aptn:ian formation 
and b) only a democracy can establish the framework .far it, but 
a c:mtinuaus critical assessment must be made af the cantents 
::>f this framewor k . 
Scienti-fic ef.farts ta study t he aperatton of public apin-
tan is best de veloped :tn a democracy where the media af cammu-
nication are m::>st w1dely spread. This can he . held a ga in st two 
f'arms af' at t ack whi ch tried at all times ta criticize the poll-
tical system af democracy as such: a) modern dictators, and 
b) critics of demacracy who maintain that the drives of the man 
in- the-street, despite democratic freedom, will rema in "i.rra t. 1 ans J. 
forever.9 
It is not necessary to argue with the proponents of a), 
, t } th t 1 d 1 k .co " l 1 . oecau.se even , s .1ave proven J a one can nar .. ;r spea ::> .L pu ::J .1c 
apin:t.on" under a political system whj.ch denies free d om :.>f ex-
pression as well as freedom of j_nformatian and commun t cat;j_on. 
The very term "public :>pinion" has no application upon such a 
form of non-democratic society, such as Soviet Russia of today. 
Much mare im:l)e>rtant, however, is the argument b), s !nee it 
has been raisen by sincere wellwishers of democracy, such as Or-
tega y Gasset, in his ''Revalt af the Masses'' (1932). Gasset and 
e>ther philasaphers attacked not anly ~he shortcami ngs of the pa-
l i tical system elf' democracy, but they crit ictzed the fact that 
the human masses 1 i ving 'mder a m.adern democratic reg ime have 
n::lt shown an i ncrease in sound judgm~t and rat 1onal attitude. 
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Se>ctal psychC>l::>gy, j_n its attempt t:C> analy~e the cC>mplex 
phenom~mC>n 'J"f!" public 'JpiniC>n, can sldesten C>ne part C>f t.hls 
mC>st impC>rtant argument, cC>ncerning the pC>litical and sC>cial 
merits C>r demerits 'Jf' the dem":>cratic system. But in judgin g 
such basic human .factC>rs as attitude and .iud gment, W'J1J.ld tt not 
seem sC>mewhat premature t::> draw ce>nc1nslC>ns, after mC>dern dem'J-
cracy has scarcely been C>perating fC>r a ~lll century, part of 
which it was fC>rced tC> defend itself against dictatorial attac k ? 
An indicat~C>n that mC>re rati::>nal attitudes C>f the p::>pu lation at 
large can definitely be br::>ught abC>ut is shC>wn in Great Brita in 
e>ne ::>f the C>ld est demC>cracies, a ce>untry which is n::>t'Jrl::>us f C>r 
the absence C>f riots, mob actions and the like. 
Relevant for us, h'Jwever, is the fact that with all the 
apparent and hidden sh e>rtc::>mings C>f dem":>crac y , this f'Jrm of 
g overnment enables us at least: tC> stncly the free w~rkings C>f 
pub1tc 'Jpinton. Only under a dem'Jcrat•c re g ,.me wtth ~ree ex-
pr essi::m 'Jf beliefs and f'ree access tC> media of inf'JrmatiC>n -
even tD thC>se 'Jf demC>cracy 1 s opponents llO_ can public C>p i niC>n 
be analyzed at all, quite regardless of the C> utcC>me o~ this tn -
vesti g ati<Jn, which may bfl inspiring t'J the believer in ratiC>nal 
ism and human progress, and appalling to the cnlt.ural pessimist 
But w~ere there ls no freedom of expression, mass attitudes and 
::>pin i C>ns c ann::>t scient~flcally be C>b s erved ::>r measnred. There 
are n::> C>bjective statistical data for the C>pin i ::>n C>f Ge rman 
"publics" in d ifferent parts 'Jf Germany during the Nazi regime; 
nor can we ever expect tC> get a clear-c ·ut picture C>f public 
opinion in any ~rt of Soviet Russia's expanse, if it were C>nly 
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also mean the expected vote in the future. But, aside from the 
influence of social or religious pressures of vari::>us kinds, th 
question ::>f the v::>ting behavi::>r ::>f the individual has n::>t yet 
been explained in such a case at all. 
It would seem to us, tlLen, that :in the exa mple ::>f t h e De-
m:,:,crat. i c ward" the voting behavior of t he ind i vidual has bec::lme 
stabilized t::> suc h an extent that it is no longer open to easy 
changes by crucial issues t h at mi ght occur around election time 
In pre-election tests ::> f such areas, we are l:,:,gically not mea-
suring their upublic :,:,pinion" at all, but gr::>up attitudes fring 
ing on mores, which are something basically different fr0m opin 
ion. An attitude, says the behavi:,:,rist social psychologist, is 
a tendency to act. It is closely bound up with habit and overt 
behavior . Opinion! however , is verbal and symbolic. 12 
Since the trans i tion be tween such v:,:,ting areas and tra-
ditionally mixed areas is not very sharply limited, it is hard 
to take this factor int::> account whenever a national poll test 
is taken. Yet it w:,:,uld appeal;' to us that this symptom of the 
f ixed votln g behavior is a strong argument for the technique of 
area sampl i ng methods which have a1ready found support for 
various ::>ther reasons. 13 
An observation by Hauskne cht in the discussion of Stouf-
fer's paper at Iowa points in the same directi:,:,n. 14 He s u~gests 
t::> create a fact:::>r 'Jf "at titude error" besides the already es-
tablished "sampltng error. 11 Als::> Lenty . the next discussant, 
was in favor of attitude tests to be included in the p :,:,lls. Mo-
dern American be i:l avi::>rists hold that " belief' 
s~mewha t s tr~nger ~r m~re intense t~ an a mere n~tt~n ~r impres-
si~n, but less str~ng than positive kn~wledge based ~n co mplete 
15 
or adequate pro::>.f." 
The sc ien tif ically unjust iPi ed equation: attitud e:op 1 .nio~, 
or v:tc e versa, f'orms the cause o f' much c ::m fns 1 on in co mmuYl :t ea-
ttons research pr o je c t s. Th e case could be illustrated by ~ne 
as p ect of the current c~troversy ab~ut a na~ional h ealth in-
surance plan and the press coverage thls proposal receives. 
Milt~n Ma yer, in hi.s artl.cle nTh e Do gged Retreat. of the Doc-
to rs,"16 mal{:es mention of the fact that many practlti::>ners c~n­
trlbute t o the MM· ... 's war chest "a 13a~nst their bet t er opin i on." 
They are forced to d~ so because of an intricate syste m of so-
cia 1 pres s, ,_re s, b e ca ,J.se of' thelr depen ilAnce on ANA sanc ti on to 
carr y on t."heir practice or - a s many d oc t ors s t ated - because o 
fear t o "engage i n p~1 1 tics. 11 
Here we have the extreme case where "a tt itu de" t s far 
.from identj_cal wi th 11 opin ion, 11 h'J +; rath er d4e.metrJcally opposed 
to it . This gro~p ~f doctors wh~se ~pini~n i s s t.r ~ngly a g a i nst 
J'..1',1A 1 s crqsade ae;atnst na t:l onal hea1+:h i.nsurance, nonetheless 
c~n trtbute t'J t he war fund. It would, H .ter e f CJre, be l~g ical1 y 
erroneous t ~ ma l{e s'u c h s tate ments as: '1M1A represents · the ~pin 
i:m ~f Ame rican phy sicians," ~r even s~mAthing l ike uthe ~pin i ~r 
~ f' American physip~ans regarding the issue ~f a Federal compul-
s~ry he alth insurance is in cons~nance with t hat v~iced by the 
Al\IA J::mrnal," •••• although t h e daily press abounds with s n ch 
statements. 
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In genera 1, it seems to us that the d i t' "' icul ty of diffe-
rentiati on between "opinion" and "atti tud e" comes fr om a one-
sided over-exa ggeration of behaviorism as the socia-psyc h ologi-
cal basis for opinion research. This is in line with t he cri-
ticism of behaviorist principles which we ha ve at t e mpt ed t:::> de-
scribe abo ve. 
In a non-democratic society we can, at most, speak of 
stat,c opin ion as the dominant form. Hi storicallv t~ is was the 
f'orm of public opinion wh ich prevailed in all states until the 
emergence 'Jf t h e modern media of mass c'J.mmunicatlon. Static 
public 'Jpini:m, which is s'Jciologically t h e e qu ivalent af mores 
and comes v ery near to attitude, can be expressed also by canse .sus. 
It is irrational in its character, and a mere collec t ive con-
sciousness fr om the socio-psycholog ical point of vlew. 
In a democratic society, on t ~e other hand, we h ave, so 
to speak on t op of t hi s static form of public opinion, but 
really interwoven with it, the dynamic form of public op inion. 
It e x ists socialog ically in and t h rough mass communications of 
all sorts in the form of extensive and articulate public ex-
change of ideas which cannot t h rive on illiterate populations. 
P syc holog lc ~ lly it is predominantly rational; socio-psychologi-
cally i t ls more than the quiet consensus, but an ever-chang ing 
pr oce ss of active parti cipation in the controversial issues of 
the day. 17 
Yet both types of pub lic opinion present variables in 
me a sur em en t. 
9 !1_: 
It was Bauer wh~ coined the terms "staticll and " dynamic'' 
f or publi c ~pini~n. 1 8 His description is historical-critical, 
and he duly emphas izes communicati~ns a s the essential fact~r 
in m~dern pub lic opinion. But it is amazing that neither Bauer 
nor oth er writers on r e lated s u biects in the Encycl~pedia ~f 
the Social Sciences, make any mention of practical opini~n re-
search or co mmun i cation studies, as we had already occasi::m to 
observe with L. L. Bernard. The text of Bauer' s article in the 
1949 edition of the ESS is verbally the same as i n the 1 930 edi 
-. 
tion, al th ough it was du ring this very period that American so-
cial research has made such eminent progress. 'l'he bibliogra phy 
in this 1949 edition of Bauer's article does not mention any 
liter ature later than 1931 t-
Th e cr i~ ics o f pub l ic opini~n meastiTeme n t have frequently 
pointed out that modern polling methods d~ n~t reckon with 11 dy-
na micu ~r "~rganic" public opinion. In s~ far as test analyses 
d~ not t &ke in acc~unt tr1is fundamental char.acterist i c of mo-
dern public opinion, the criticism is indeed iustified. s~me-
times thi s neglect bears ::m technical que stions, such as electi •n 
turnout, or last-minute ''s h ifts," for instance, which in the 
last presidential electi~n have been such a dec i sive factor; al 
t he se will ~ave to find a c~nclusive explanati~n in s~cial theo y. 
B~th have ca used headaches t~ t h e professional .P)Tisters, as was 
witnessed at the Iowa conference. 
~e kn~w t~day a great many determinants of opinion and 
factors affecting opinion formation, from news events through 
communication t o social environment, relig ious be l iefs, etc. 
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However , an inclusive social theory must be furnished to give 
them their well-defined place. It is evident that pra ctical 
quantitative research alone, even with more refined methods thaz, 
those at the disposal of today's pollsters, cannot produce such 
a theory. MA an while, science must p ose hypotheses a nr1 prac t i ca . 
research may serve to test these. 
Another aspect of opinion formation and the f1mction of 
comrnunications media i sclosely related to thi.s the ore tical con 
si~erati on of opin i on vs. attitude. We have in mind Ralph D. 
Casey's concept of npress1Jre gr oups. nl~ 
Interesting for the sociologist are two criteria: 
a) Sometimes those pressure groups represent an idea of social 
pr ogress; an ide a wh ich a t a g:i.ven moment ls in thB interest of 
t he entire soctety. But, in that case, public opinion at large 
has been lagging behind, has been i narticulate, a nd only the 
particu lar "pressure group" voices t t. An example, cite d at rar-
dom out of a vast number of similar cases, WIDuld be t"he passa g e 
of the Fair Employment Practices Act in Massachusetts which oc-
l curred during the legislation year 1 946-47-after continuous preE-
sure of various minority groups which had a hard time to break 
into the press. The act was hailed as a victory for democracy. 
Yet even now, three years after its passage, it appears that 
over 90%" of the working populati on which is directly affected 
by the bDl, i s completely lgn orant o+' its exts tence and 'Jf the 
rights which it entails. 20 It will a e;ain be the task of 11 pre:: a 
sure group" t o acquaint t h e public with this law. 
-
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b) Where is, then, the dividing line between a rrpressure gr::>up 11 
and "pnbl lc Qpin i Qn 11 ? Vih_ere d::>es the ::>ne begin and the Qther 
end? FactQrs such as Articulateness; numbers Qf persQns in-
vQlved; SQCial class, and Qth ers enter into the questi::m. If a 
'
1pressu.re gr Qup 11 would make its particular ob .iectives audible 
tQ t h e public at large, i t mi ght find great resp Qnse at Qnce in 
a certain case where t he opinion ::>f large numbers ::>f peQple h ad 
be en j_nar t iculate. W::>uld it still be justified in such a case 
to speak of rrpressure gr0ups 11 ? We h ave here, in 0ther w0rds, 
scientific c'Jnstruct that serves as a first c l arificati0n 0f 
certain 0bservati0ns in the field; but the c0nstruct itself, in 
::>rder t0 be scientifically valuable, must be f urther defined an , 
related to objective referents 0f a different nature. 
1
L. L. Bernard, article "S0cial Att.itudes, 11 ESS 1949 , vol. II 
p . 306 b. 
2 Las s wel1, in "Des cr i bing the ef'fects of c0mmunicati.ons, 11 
PCP O, p . 107. 
3
cf. Gardner Mnrphy and Rensis Likert, 11 Public Oulnt0n ano 
t he Individual," 1 938. 
4 Lazarsfe ld and P iske, "The Panel a s a Ne w 'J.l :Dl f'Jr Meas urlng 
Opini::>n," PQR 1938, 2:596-612. 
5PQ~ v::>l. VI I, n0. 4, pp. 652 ff. 
6R0bert E . Park, article 11 C0llective Behavl or," ESS 1 949, v0l 
III p. 632 b. 
7 l'Jc. cit. 
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C'f. f8r e x amp le K. Lewin, R. Lippit, and R . v'v'hl te, '' Pa tt erns 
8f Aggressive Behavi8r in E:Jqperimentally Created 1 S8cial Cli-
mates'", tT8urnal of Social Psychology, 1939, 10 :271-29S. Kim-
ball Young, in h is 11 Handbook, 11 critically opposes Lewin c. s .; 
cf. op. cit. pp . 244-246. 
9 
cf. Albig , op. ci t ., p. 23. 
10we can still buy the daily editions of "Pravda" or 11 Izves-
tys:" on newss t ands in New York. One can only sur mise as t8 the 
f ate expectlng the Soviet cit l zen wh 8 wou ld a ttempt to ob t ain, 
sa y. 8ne copy of the New York T imes. 
11
cr. h is term 11 stereotypes, 11 in his " Public Opinion 11 III, 
chapter VI, pp . 79-91. 
12 Kimball Young , op. cit. p. 431. 
13P&P O pp. 29 ff. 
141 oc. cit. 
15y 
_ oung , op. cit. p. 430. 
16Harper 1 s Ma gazine, December 1949, pp. 25-37. 
17
cr. L. J . Carr, "Public Opinion as a Dynamic Concept," So-
c i ol. Sc ienc e Research, 13: 18-30. ~uoted by Albig, op. cit. p. 
I 7. 
lsv·--v. 
670. 
19 f c . . 
Bauer, article 11 Public Op inion," ESS 1949, vol. XII, p. 
Ralph D. Casey , "Pressure Groups and the Press," in 
I P&PO, p . 124 ; also h is "Pres s, Fropa ganda and Pressure Gr ou ps," 
MC p. 148 ff. ; hi s pap er "Pr 8fes si on a 1 Freed om and Hespons ib il i 
ty in the Press," CMS pp. 204, ff., also bears on this s ub .i ect. 
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As revealed in a recent pr 1 va te study under supervis 1 ::m 
8£' Pr8f'. Heal y 8£' Harvard. 
CHAPTER IV 
CO NCLUSIONS 
1) C::>mmunicati:ms .research is of vital necessity for an inclu-
sive 6 nd advanced social theory because 
a) it presents uni que possibilities for quantitative measure-
ment , experimentation, and oth er exact research techniques; 
·b) because of the eminent ro l e of "communication" and communi -
ca ticms media in conte mp orary society as such. 
2) The development of the s~cial sciences has shown that where 
there is more elaborate commun ications research , there is mor e 
exact social science. 
3) Comparisons between European and Amel'ican t heories reveal 
that: 
a) S ocial psychology in general, and opinion psychology e spe-
cially, have te> produce standards of quan t itative measurement 
in order to attain scientific value; 
b) ~he se>cia l scientist, li ving in a certain social milieu, is 
exposed to t h e s a me facto1~s that inf luence opinion and opinion 
formation, as the society which he studies; 
c) His view has been chBnne l led and condi tioned; the tools whic 
h e nses ha ve been f ormed for application in his own env :i ronmen t J 
d) The object of his study, too, d etermines his outloo k . 'ii here 
there is no enlightened d emocracy, where t here are n o real opin 
ion publics, no elaborate systems of mass co mmunicati::ms of a ll 
s~rts, s~cial gr~ups are ch aracterized as cr~wds and m~bs; t he 
relati~nship leader vs. ma ss and vice versa is pre-eminent in 
all strata ~f such s:>cial life. 
4) Publics need wide s p read c:>mmunicati~ns. Th ey do n~t ex l st 
where there is a p~verty ~f mass media, a one-sidedness of chan 
nels, a strong censorsh ip on :>ne or more fields of c~mrnunicat 1o , 
or clique-monop~lies controlling certain media. 
5) Pu b lic :>pinion r•ises and falls with democratic systems. 'rhe 
m~re democracy, t h e rn~re possibility for opinion f ormation i n a 
free way. T':'l.is is a mutua lly inter-dependent re la t i~nship.- It 
makes no· sense to s peak of npublic opinion" in :>ther than dem~­
cratic societies: 
a) Because there are no publics in the sociological sense in 
such societles; 
b) Because there are no free mas s media; 
c) Because there is no two-way process of commun ica tion. 
6) The affective relationships and dependencies are a danger t:> 
democratic society. At present, a new emphasis on t h e rational 
element in ind i vidua 1 and rna s s behavior is urgen tl ;v needed in 
commercial and non-commercial communication. 
7) Dynamic publ ic opinion is character:Lstic for a de mocrati.c 
society. Attempts at measuring this type of public opinion must 
reckon with its non-static chara cter. Qualitative factors are 
as important h ere as q uantitative data. 
I 
I 
I 
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8) Observation and intensive case study must supplement cross-
section polling. A synthesis between the European and American 
approaches may produce the best results in this field. 
9) 'I'he use of semantic principles is ind is pens able f:::>r t he 
sc i ence of public ::>pinion: 
a) With the formulation of questions in the ouestionnalres used 
i n polling tests; 
b) In ths reports :::>n polling results; 
c) In theories based on such results; 
d) In t h e use :::>f polling results in all media of mass communi-
cation. 
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